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The  First Report  on  the application of  the  common  system  of  value  added  tax 
(1)  was  presented to  the Council  on  22  September  1983  and  then  transmitted 
to Parliament. 
·All Member  States now  apply  VAT.  Portugal  is well  on  the  way  to setting  in 
place  the  common  VAT  system,  having  replaced  its turnover  tax  arrangements, 
which  applied only at the wholesale stage,  with a  VAT  system very similar to 
the Community  system. 
The  common  VAT  system  was  introduced  in Spain  and  Greece  on  1  January  1986 
and  1  January 1987  respectively. 
On  its accession to the  Community,  Greece  was  not  required  to  introduce the 
system  until  1  January  1984.  Tto.~o  successive  deferments  meant  that  the 
deadline was  put back  to 1  January 1987  <2>. 
The  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal  specified  1  January  1986  and  1 
January  1989  as  the  respective dates  for  the  systems'  introduction  in  the 
tto.~o  Member  States.  A  joint  declaration  attached  to  the  Act  of  Accession 
provides  that,  throughout  the  period  of  application  of  the  temporary 
derogation  enabling  Portugal  to  postpone  the  introduction  of  the  common 
system of VAT,  this Member  State is to be  treated as a  third country for the 
purposes of applying  the First, Sixth,  Eighth and  Tenth  VAT  Directives. 
(1)  COKC83l426  final 
C2>  Fifteenth Directive  (83/6~8/EEC> of  19  D~cember 1983 
(QJ  nCIL  360  of 23  Decembet·  1983,  p.  49>  and  Twenty-fil'St Directive 
\86/247/EEC>  of 16  June  1?86  COJ  n°L  164  of 20  June  1986,  p.  27> The  First  Report  discussed  the  difficulties  encountered  in  most  Member 
States  in  meeting  the  deadline  of  1  January  1978  laid  down  in  the  Sixth 
Directive  for  incorporating  the  VAT  system  into  their  legislation  a11d  the 
need  for  a  Ninth  Directive  (of  26  June  1978>  to  authorize  certain  Member 
States to defer application of the system until 1  January  1979. 
The  decisions  by  the  Court  of  Justice regarding  the  direct  rights  that  may 
be  invoked  by  taxable  persons during  the period  from  1  January  1  979  to  the 
date  on  which  national  legislation  is  brought  into  line  with  the  Sixth 
Directive  (1 >  has  been  followed  by  a  decision  in  Case  70/83  C2>,  which 
concerned  a  reference  to  the  Court  for  a  preliminary  ruling  on  the 
interpretation of Article  13CB>Cd>C1>  of  the  Sixth Directive and  of  Article 
1 of the Ninth Directive. 
In its decision,  the Court  ruled  that,  in  th~ absence  of  the  implementation 
of  the  Sixth  Directive,  it was  possible  for  the  provision  concerning  the 
exemption  from  tax  contained  in Article  13CB>Cd)(1)  of  the  Sixth  Directive 
to be relied upon  by  a  credit negotiator in relation to  transactions carried 
out between  1  January  and  30  June  1978  where  he  had  refrained  from  passing 
that  tax  on  to  persons  following  him  in  the  chain  of  supply.  It thus  took 
the  view  that  the  Ninth  Directive  extending  the  time  limit  for  the  entry 
into force of  the Sixth Directive did not have  retroactive effect in respect 
of  transactions  carried out  by  economic  oper-ators  prior  to  its  entry  into 
force. 
•  • 
--------------------- (1)  See  introduction to  the First Report. 
C2>  [1984]  ECR  1075. 
2 This  report  will  examine  in  particular  the  system's  internal  difficulties, 
distinguishing between  those  stemming  from  the  divergences  between  national 
laws that the Sixth Directive expressly left untouched  CPart  I)  and  those  to 
do  with  the  interpretation  of  the  Directive  CPart  II>.  Part III will  look 
at the  main  directives  proposed  or  adopted  during  the  review  period  on  the 
basis of the Sixth Directive. 
The  situation described is that obtaining as at 30  June  1987. 
* 
*  * 
3 PARI  1 
DIVERGENCES  NQI  REnOVED  BY  THE  DIRECTIVE 
For the  reasons mentioned  in the First Report,  a  number  of divergences have 
been left untouched by  the Sixth Directive. 
These  can be classified into two  groups  : 
- divergences  arising  from  certain  imperfections  in  the  present  system  or 
from  certain optional provisions permitted by  the Directive  (Chapter I) 
- divergences  arising  from  the  rights of  option  for  taxation  authorized  by 
the Directive  <Chapter II). 
• 
•  • 
4 Chaptt:J'  I 
~rqences stemming  fi.:.Qrn  cert·lin  ~r·fections QLfrom  certain  optional 
pt~visions permitted 
In the  First Report,  the  Commission  noted that certain imperfections  in the 
application  of  the  co!Mion  VAT  system  could  be  rectified  without  too  much 
difficulty  by  clarifying  some  aspects  of  the  Sixth  Directive  and  even  by 
amending  it  in  some  places  in  a  way  that  would  not  affect  the  general 
disposition of the  system. 
The  pr·oposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive  C1 >,  sent  to  the  Council  on  5 
December  1984,  is  a  step  in  this  direction  since  it  represents  a 
continuation  of  the  efforts  to  establish  a  uniform  common  system  of  VAT 
while,  at  the  same  time,  permitting  more  uniform  application  of  the  system 
for collecting own  resources. 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  and  Parliament  gave  their opinions  on  the 
proposal  on  3  July  1985  and  6  April  1987  respectively  <2>.  However,  the 
optional  provisions  have  not  been  removed  from  the  Sixth  Directive.  Only 
those  which  have  been  the  subject  of  proposed  amendments  or  to  which  Member 
States  have  had  frequent  recourse  during  the  review  perbd  will  be 
mentioned. 
(1)  OJ  n°C  3~7 ot  ~9 Dece·ober  1984,  ~- ~-
l2)  Fvr·  details cor,cernir·  ;J  thes~ opir: ions and  t.he  J=-··oposed  amendment,  see 
Ch~pter III  be~ow. 
5 A.  PowH  to  derogate  L'om  the  d~{ihition  of  taxable  person  <second 
subparagravh of Artie!~~ 
The  United  Kingdom  corLSUl ted  the  VAT  Coromi ttee  pursuant  to  the  second 
subparagraph  of  Article  4(4)  with  Cl  view  to  including  in  its  national 
legislation  the  right  to  "treat  as  a  single  taxable  person  persons 
established  in  the  territory  of  the  country  who,  while  legally 
independent,  are  closely bound  to one  another by  financial,-economic  and 
organizational links". 
The  United  Kingdom  is  faced  with  a  growing  fragmentation  of  businesses, 
that  is  to say,  the  practice  whereby  a  person  artificially  subdivides  a 
single  activity  into  a  number  of  independent  entities  so  as  not  to 
register for VAT  some  or even all of  those  ~ntities. 
To  combat  such  tax  avoidance,  the  United  Kingdom  has  incorporated  into 
its national  legislation measures  whereby  a  number  of  such  entities  may 
be  treated  as  a  single  taxable  person  for  the  purposes  of  registration 
and  payment  of VAT. 
It had  already  consulted  the  VAT  Committee,  pursuant  to Article  4<4>,  on 
the  matter  of  the  application  of  a  legislative  provision  concerning 
groups  of  two  or  more  legal  persons.  At  the  time,  Germany,  Dena1ark, 
Ireland  and  the Netherlands  had  also  consulted  the  VAT  Committee  on  the 
matter and  the Commission  had  instituted infringement proceedings against 
Germany  on  the basis of Article 169  of  the Treaty  <1>.  This  Hember  State 
meanwhile  brought  its  national  legislation  into  lint'  wit!1  the  f.:ixth 
Directive and,  as a  result,  the  infringement proceedings were  not pul'sued 
further.  1 
(1)  See  First Report,  part I, Chapter I, Point  A. B.  Power  to derogate  from  the ddinitior. of  taxable  amount  upon  importation 
(Article  llCB><2J) 
The  power  to  adopt  as  the  taxable  amount  upon  importation  from  another 
Member  State  the  value  defined  in  the  customs  rules,  as  provided  for  in 
Article 11<B><2>  of the Sixth  Directiv~.  is no  longer compatible with the 
degree of  integration  <:~chieved  by  the  Community  or with  the  objective of 
establishing  the  inter(1al  market.  The  real  consideration  must  be  taken 
into  account  in  a  VAT  system  while,  given  the  prospect  of  a  single 
market,  steps  must  be  taken  to  ensure  that,  in  determining  the  taxable 
amount,  a  single  criterion  is applicable  to  intra-Community  transactions 
and  transactions  carried  out  within  the  territory  of  the  country.  The 
power  in question  could,  however,  be  retained  in respect  of  imports  from 
third  countries.  Accordingly,  the  proposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive 
provides  for  an  amendment  to  the  Sixth  Directive  along  these  lines  by 
restricting the  power to opt for the  customs  value solely to  imports from 
third countries. 
On  22  March  1982  the  Commission  brought  an  action  before  the  Court  of 
Justice  following  the  failure  of  one  Member  State  to  comply  with  the 
rules laid down  in the Sixth Directive for determining  the taxable arno'-llLt 
in  the  case  of  valuable  racehorses  <Case  95/82>.  The  Member  State'  in 
question  having  meanwhile  complied  with  C011munii:.y  rules,  the  action  no 
longer served  any  useful  purpose  and  was  recuoved  from  the  Court Register. 
C.  Powers  i!L_connection  with  the  special_scheme  for  stJall  urldertakings 
<Article 24) 
1.  The  First  Ileport  pointed  out  that  the  broad  latitude  Member  States 
were  allowed  had  led  to  marked  divergences  between  Member  States' 
administrative  arranger~1ents  for  scr.all  under·t.akin,:~s.  It added  that  those 
divt:rgences should be  ironed out  by  the  end of  the  transitional  peric.d by 
means  of  a  common  simp:ified scheme  e;td  a  C.·)mmon  .;ystem of exemptions. 
In  accordance  11.•i th  Article  24 C  B) ,  the  Ct•mmisf: ion  dr~w  up  a  separate 
report  analyzing  the  different  e>:~mption,  ta.x-relie,f  and  flat-rate 
sch~mes in force  in Mer:1ber  States  c  1 >. 
(1)  COHC83)748  final  of  15 December  1983. 
7 As  the follow-up to that report,  the Commission  on  9  October 1986  sent to 
the  Council  a  proposal  for  a  Directive  amending· Article  24  c  1).  The 
purpose  of  the  proposal  is  to  make  for  easier  management,  both  for 
administrations  and  for  taxable  persons  themselves,  as  well  as  to 
facilitate  the  control  and  collection  of  tax  while  preserving  .the 
economic  neutrality of the specific  schemes  for  small  businesses and  the 
fundamental  rules on  tax collection. 
The  proposal  is also consistent with  the wishes of the European  Council, 
which  expressly called for  removal  of obstacles to the  establishment and 
growth of small  and  medium-sized  businesses and  for simplification of the 
tax  and  administrative  environment  for  such  businesses.  This  proposal 
forms  part  of  the  Community  action  programme  for  small  and  medium  sized 
enterprises  CSKE>,  approved  by  the  Council  Resolution of  3  November  1986 
(2). 
(1)  OJ  n°C  272  of 28  October 1986. 
(2)  OJ  noc  287  of 14  November  1986,  p.  1 
8 2.  Italy  consulted  the  VAT  Committee  under  Article  24(1 >  of  the  Sixth 
Directive on  the  introduction for  each  of the  financial  years  1985,  1986 
and  1987  of  measures  to  assist  small  and  medium-sized  businesses  whose 
turnover in 1984  had  not  exceeded  LIT  780  million  Cequivalent at the  time 
to some  570  000  ECU  or BFR  26  million>  and  taxable persons carrying on  an 
artistic or professional activity. 
The  measures  on  which  the  VAT  Committee  was  consulted included the system 
of deductions and  the method  of determining  turnover. 
As  regards  deductions,  the  businesses  concerned  may  opt  for  a  flat-rate 
· scheme  under  which  the  amount  of  tax  for  which  they  are  liable  is 
calculated  by  deducting  from  the  tax  chargeable  on  taxable  transactions 
flat-rate percentages fixed for each  sector of activity. 
In  addition,  businesses  whose  turnover  in  1984  did  not  exceed  LIT  18 
million  Cequivalent  at  the  time  to  some  13  000  ECU  or  BFR  600  000>  ere 
exempt  from  certain invoicing end  accounting requirements. 
As  regards  determination  of  turnover,  the  tax  administration  is 
authorized,  subject to certain conditions,  to correct tax returns sent  in 
by  the  taxable persons  concerned  on  the basis of  a  presumption  linked  to 
the nature of the  business and  to other particulars such  as  the  size  and 
location  of  the  premises,  the  number  of  workers,  the  amount  of  goods 
bought  in,  and  energy  consumption. 
D.  Power  to retain or introduce simplification procedures that derogate from 
the Sixth Directive 
1.  A list  of  the  derogations  notified  to  the  Commission  under  Article 
27(5)  is  annexed  to  the  First  Report.  The  derogations  in  question  had 
been  in force  in Member  States before 1  January 1977. 
In  that  report,  the  Commission  had  stated  that  it  attached  particular 
importance  to  compliance  with  the  substantive  rules  se:t  out  in  Article 
27C1>  and  that  it  thus  reserved  .its  position  on  certain  of  those 
measures. 
9 In one  of the  infringernent  procedures  initiated  in respect of several  of 
those  measures,  the  Court  of  Justice  rulc::d  on· 10  April  1984  in  Case 
32.4/82  against  Belgium  (1)  that,  by  retaining  the  catalogue price as  the 
basis  for  charging  VAT  on  cars,  as  a  special  measure  derogating  from 
Article  1 1  of  the  Sixth  Directive,  when  the  requirements  laid  down  in 
Article  27(5)  were  not  fulfilled,  Belgium  had  failed  to  fulfil  its 
obligations under the  EEC  Treaty. 
Infringement proceedings  against France  in connection with  the flat-rate 
determination  of  maximum  taxable  amounts  for  imports  and  supplies  of 
valuable  racehorses  were  terminated,  France  having  brought  its 
legislation into line with the Sixth Directive. 
The  Commission  also  decided  to  terminate  the  proceedings  instituted 
against Luxembourg  in connection with application of the flat-rate scheme 
for farmers  to certain goods. 
2.  Since publication  of  the First Report,  a  number  of  new  measures  have 
been notified by  Member  States on  the basis of Article 27<1>  to  (4).  The 
measures were  as  follows  : 
- Germany  and  Luxembourg  :  a  derogation  to  be  introduced  as  part  of  a 
draft agreement  between  Germany  and  Luxembourg  with a  view  to VAT  being 
levied  on  all  construction  and  maintenance  wor·k  for  a  frontier  bridge 
by  the  German  authorities  alone  since  Germany  will  assume 
responsibility for  those operations  <2>; 
(1)  [1?84]  ECR  1861. 
<2>  Council  Decision of  1d March  1983  <OJ  n°L  181  of 6  July  1983,  p.  25J. 




- GermanY  and  Netherlands  :  a  derogation whereby,  under a  draft agreement 
between  Germany  and  · the  Netherlands,  all  the  construction  and 
maintenance  work  relating  to  the  diversion  of  the  Ems  channel  and  the 
extension  of  the  port  of  Emden  would  be  subject  to  Geman  VA!  only, 
with Germany  assuming  responsibility for  this work  (l); 
- France  :  a  derogatic>n  whereby,  foe  a  period  of  ~our·  years,  any 
deductible  tax  credit  is  not  to  be  refunded  in  respect  of  automatic 
gaming  machines  but  is  to  be  set  against  tax  due  il'l  subsequent  tax 
.periods  <2). 
- Qnited Kingdom 
a)  introduction  of  a  special  tax  accounting  scheme  designed  to  avoid 
certain  types  of  fraud  or  tax  evasion  on  suppli~s  of  gold,  gold 
coins and gold scrap between  taxable persons  <3>; 
b>  introduction for  a  period of  two  years of  a  system  for  charging  VAT 
designed  to  prevent  tax  evasion  in  cases  where  the  marketing 
structure of certain firms  is based on  the  sale of their products  to 
unregistered  resell  ers  c  4) .  This  rneasure  had  been  notified 
previously pursuant to Article  27C5l  but  was  subsequently  amended. 
Council  Decision of  1 )  Sept.2mber  19ii4  COJ  n°L  204 cf  5  octol;er 1984, 
p.  26) 
Cc,w-tcil  Decisivn of  23  Octcber  E64  (OJ  nr.:..,  28~  of 30  •)Ctob•_r  1984, 
p.  17) 
Council  !1'2ClSlL·O  vf  i  3  April  198.",  ((,J  n°L  ~64 o:  5  Oct.;ber  1984,  p.  27) 
Cc·uncil  [·ecisLn of  13  Jun-=  1985  COJ  n°L  199  of  31  July 1985,  p.  60J 
~ 1 The  measure  authorized  by  the  Council  Decision  of  13  June  1995  on 
the basis of Article  27<4>  was  extended  for a  further period of  two 
years  <1>; 
c>  application  of flat-rate  measures  in  respect  of non-deductible  VAT 
charged on  fuel  expenditure in the case of company  cars  <2>; 
d>  measures  to simplify calculation of  VAT  in respect of  long stays  in 
hotels  by  assessing  on  a  flat-rate  basis  the  part  of  the  service 
deemed  to correspond to a  letting of immovable  property exempt  under 
Article 13<B>Cb>C1)  of the Sixth Directive  <3>. 
This  measure  replaces  a  wider-ranging  provision  based  on  Article 
27(5); 
e>  measures to combat  tax avoidance designed to prevent taxable persons 
artificially reducing the price for supplies or imports of goods  or 
for supplies of services to totally or partially exempt  persons with 
whom  they  have  certain  family,  legal  or  business  ties specified  in 
national  legislation.  In  such  circumstances,  the free  market  price 
may  be  taken as  the consideration for  the  transaction,  irrespective 
of  whether  or  not  the  latter  is  actually  taxed,  if  there  is  a 
serious presumption of tax avoidance  <4>; 
<1 > Council  Decision of 25  May  1987  <OJ.  n°L  188  of 9  July 1997,  p.  52> 
<2>  Council  Decision of  21  July 1996  <OJ  n°L  212  of  2 August  1986,  p.  35> 
<3>  Council  Decision of 10  December  1986  <OJ  n°L  359  of  19  December  1986, 
p.  59) 
<4>  Council  Decision of 11  April  1987  COJ  n°L  132  of  21  May  1987,  p.  22> 
12 f>  derogation  from  t.rticle  1  7( 1 >  authorizing  the  United  Kingdom  to 
require  firms  with  an  annual  turnover  of  less  than  340  000  ECU  to 
defer  the  right  to  deduct  tax  until  it  has  been  paid  to  the 
supplier.  This  measure,  which  is  regarded  as  a  simplification 
measure,  forms  part  of  an  optional  scheme  for  such  firms  based  on 
the third subparagraph of Article 10(2)  of the Sixth Directive  Cl>i 
g>  introduction  for  a  two-year  period  of  an  anti-avoidance  measure 
derogating  from  the  Sixth  Directive  and  aimed  at  preventing  groups 
of businesses  which  are  treated  as  a  single  taxable  person,  within 
the  meaning ·of  Article  4(4)  of  the  Directive,  and  which  are  not 
entitled  to  deduct  tax  in  full  from  ·being  able  to  effect  full 
deduction  of  the  tax  on  certain  aquisi  tions  of  capital  assets  by 
means  of a  company  established and  dissolved for that purpose  (2). 
(1)  Pursuant to Council  Decision of 23  July  1987  COJ  n°L  273  of 4 August 
1987,  p.  40),  the authorization to  introduce this measure  applies only 
until 30  September  1990,  with  th~ possibility of an  extension beyond 
that date on  the basia of a  report and,  if appropriate,  on  ·a  proposal 
from  the Cotomission. 
(  2.)  Dedsion not publish(d.  (deemed  to have  been  adopted on  13  April  1987 )' 
13 CHAPTER  II 
Diyerqences arising from  the rights of option for taxation 
A.  Rights of option under Article 28 
Article  28  allows  Member  States  to  apply  for  a  transitional  period  a 
number  of  derogations  from  the  normal  arrangements  of  the  common  VAT 
system.  This  period  was  to  last  initially  for  five  years  as  from  the 
entry  into  force  of  the  Sixth  Directive.  The  Council  undertook  to 
determine,  before  its  expiry,  whether  any  or  all  of  those  derogations 
should be  abolished. 
On  17  January  1983  the  Commission  sent  to  the  Council  a  report  in  which 
it discussed  the  application  by  Member  States  of  those  derogations  and 
the  difficulties  that  their  abolition  would  cause  ( 1  >.  The  report  was 
examined  by  the Council's ad  hoc  working  party on  30  March  1983. 
Following  that  examination,  the  Commission  concluded  that  most  of  the 
derogations under  Article  28(3)  of  the  Directive  should  be  and  could  be 
abolished.  To  that end,  it transmitted to  the Council  on  4  December  1984 
a  proposal  for  an  Eighteenth  Directive  on  the  gradual  abolition,  in  the 
1 ight  of  their  economic,  social  and  budgetary  impact  of  most  of  the 
derogations specified in that provision  (2). 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  and  Parliament delivered their opinions 
on  the proposal  on  3  July 1985  and  6  April  1987  <3>. 
The  proposal  is currently being examined  within  the Council. 
C1)  COHC82)  885 
C2>  OJ  n°C  347  of  29  December  1984,  p.  3. 
C3>  For details regarding  these opinions and  the  ~roposed ~oendments, see 
Part III below. 
1 4 In  its  report  of  17  January  1983,  the  Commission  also  discussed  the 
derogations  under  Article  28C2)  authori2ing  Member  States  to  maintain  in 
force,  subject  to  certain  conditions  and  pending  abolition  of  tax 
frontiers,  the  exemptions  with  refund  of  input  taxes,  commonly  referred 
to as 2ero-rating,  applicable  on  31  December  1975.  The  report highlights 
in  particular  the  drawbacks  of  2ero-rating  within  the  territory  of  the 
country,  especially  where  it applies  to  a  large  pro  port  ion  of  domestic 
.consucnption. 
B.  Rights of option under Article 13CC) 
Special  attention  was  paid  to  these  rights  of  option  for  taxation  under 
Article  13CC)  in  the  First  Report,  to  which  are  annexed  three  tables 
giving  an  overall  pictu!:'e  of  the  situation  in  the  individual  Member 
States as  regards  each of the transactions  involved. 
The  proposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive  provided  for  an  addition  to 
Article  13CC)  whereby  the  right  of  option  allowed  for  banking  and 
financial  transactions  may  not  be  granted  in  respect  of  "Services 
rendered  by  financial  institutions  in  issuing  or  managing  payment  cards 
or other similar documents". 
The  reasons  for  this  inclusion  are  set  out  in  Part  II,  Chapter  V  : 
Questions  of  interpretation  concerning  ex·::mptions,  point  B  :  Payment 
cards. 
1 5 f:ART  II 
DirFICULTIES  CONN£CTED  t.IITJI  THE  INTERPB&JATION  .)f  CERTAIN  P1<0ViS!ONS  IN  THE 
DIRECTIVE 
The  VAT  Committee  continu"!d  its  work  on  the  basis  of  que::;tions  raised  by 
Member  States  and  by  the  Commission  departmec1::s  themselve..;  con•:.erning  the 
application  of  Community  VAT  provisions,  and  in  particular  those  of  the 
Sixth Directive. 
It  held  eight  meetings  between  1  January  1 982  and  31  December  1986  and 
fifty-four  working  pape1·s  were  discussi!d,  seven  of  these  under  the 
consultation procedure. 
A  number  of  guidelines  agreed  by  a  majority  of  the  Committee  were  the 
subjec·t  of  proposals  for  improving  the  Sixth  Directive  sent  by  the 
Commission  to  the  Council  in the  context of its aforementiotled  proposal  for 
a  Nineteenth Directive. 
This re?ort will aho discuss  the main  implementing  difficulti~s encountered 
during  the  review  period,  the  guidelines  agre~d  by  the  C•.•:t•mi t tee  and  any 
improvements  made  or proposed.  It will  c.lso  m~ntion the  r!:levar.t  case  law, 
commenting briefly on  certain decisions  taken  by  the  Court  of  Jt;stice  after 
the First Report had  been  published. CHAJ?IER  I 
Application of Article 2  to certain transactions 
In  its decision  of  28  February  1984  in  Case  294/82,  the  Court  of  Justice 
ruled that  Article  2  of the  Sixth Directive  must  be  interpreted  as  meaning 
that  no  import  turnover  tax  arises  upon  the  unlawful  importation  into  the 
Community  of drugs not confined within economic  channels strictly controlled 
by  the  competent  authorities  for  use  for  medical  and  scientific  purposes 
-(1). 
The  question  as  to  the  scope  of  this  ruling  and  its  consequences  for  the 
application  of  Article  2  of  the  Sixth  Directive  ~as  put  to  the  VAT 
Committee.  By  a  large  majority,  the  Committee  felt  that  transactions 
carried  out  within  the  territory  of  the  country  and  involving  goods  that 
were  the  subject  of  a  prohibition  on  marketing  fell  outside  the  scope  of 
VAT,  subject to the  conditions and  ~ithin the  limits that could  be  deducted 
from  the ruling. 
T~o questions  have  meanwhile  been  referred  to  the  Court  of  Justice  for  a 
preliminary ruling on  the interpretation of Article 2  of the Sixth Directive 
in  the  light of  the  aforementioned  decision  with  regard  to  the  supply  of 
narcotic  drugs  within  the  territory  of  a  Member  State  (Case  289/86 
Vereniging  Happy  Family,  Amsterdam)  and  the  supply  of  amphetamines  within 
the  national  territory  ~here such  supply  is  forbidden  by  law  but  tolerated 
in practice  (Case  269/86  W.J.R.  Moll. 
(1)  [1984]  ECR  1177 
17 CHAPTER  II 
Liability to tax  in respect of certain  a~tivitics <Article  4(5)) 
1. Rotaries and  sheriffs•  officers 
The  previous report discussed the difficulties arising  in connection with 
the  taxable  position  of  certain  professions  whose  members  may 
authenticate  acts  in  their  capacity  as  public  officers.  They  included 
inter  ii.lk notaries  and  sheriffs'  officers  in  the  Netherlands,  whose 
public duties  were  not  subject  to  VAT  arrangements.  The  Commission  took 
the  view  that  persons  carrying  on  such  professions  should  be  liable  to 
VAT  pursuant to Article  4 of  the  Sixth Directive  since  there  could  be  no 
denying that they performed  independently,  that is to say,  in the  absence 
of any  relationship of  employer  and  employee,  an  economic  activity taken 
to  mean  a  permanent  provision  of  services  for  consideration.  It  also 
felt that  the  underlying principle of  VAT,  namely  a  comprehensive  tax  on 
consumption,  required  Article  4(5)  to  be  interpreted  strictly; 
accordingly,  that  provision  would  apply  only  to  activities  performed  by 
bodies  governed  by  public  law  and  related  to  the  fundamental  powers  and 
duties of a  public  authority  and  not  to activities that  can  be  performed 
instrinsically by  individuals  in a  profit-making capacity. 
The  Commission  deployed  these  arguments  among  others  when  it brought  an 
action before  the Court of Justice under Article 169  of the Treaty. 
In  its  decision  of  26  Karch  1987  cease  235/85 J,  the  Court  upheld  the 
Commission's position  C1). 
C1>  Not  yet published  in the European  Court Reports; 
OJ  n°C  108  of  23  April  1987,  p.  5. 
1 a 2.  Supply of control  and  ~,upport services to a.ir navigation 
A  question  concerning  the  tax  arrangements  applicable  to  control  and 
support services  for air navigation,  and  in particular  the  tax  status of 
suppliers,  State  bodies,  semi-public  bodies  or  local  authorities 
supplying such services either direct or through a  concessionary company, 
was  submitted to the  VAT  Committee. 
On  the  basis  of  an  analysis  by  the  Commission  departments,  guide! ines 
were  agreed for  three  categories  of  support  services  for  air navigation. 
The  Committee  decided  almost  unanimously  that  suppliers  of  services  in 
the airport  zone  <landing,  parking,  etc.)  were  liable  to  tax,  with  such 
services  being  taxed  or  exempted,  as  the  case  n:ay  be,  on  the  basis  of 
Article 15(9);  m•:>reove1·,  a  majority of  the delegations  took  the  view  that 
suppliers of  services  in  the  approach  and  take-off  zone  c  control  of  the 
air space  in the vicinity of  the airport by  control  towers)  a!"1d  suppliers 
of  .:;ervices  in  the  u9per  and  lower  air  spaces  <control  of  en-route 
navigation)  were  not  liable to tax  on  the basis of  the first subparagraph 
of  Article  4<5>.  The  Committee  decid~d unanimously  that Eurocontrol  was 
not liable to tax either  in respect  of  en-route navigation  control  or  in 
respect of  the calculation and  collection of  fees  charged to airlines and 
the sharing of  the proceeds  among  the contrul bodies of the  Member  States 
overflown. 
1 ~' CHAPIER  III 
Place where services ar·e  ::,upplied  <Article 9) 
A.  Hiring out of movable  tangible Provertv 
· 1.  The  First  Report  stressed  that  an  excessively  literal  interpretation 
of  Article  9(1 >  could,  in  certain  cases,  lead  to  non-taxation  of  the 
hiring out of movable  tangible property in the country  in which it should 
be  taxed,  that is to say,  the country  in which  the hiring out occurs. 
The  Tenth  Council  Directive  of  31  July  1984  <1>  sets out  to  remedy  this 
state of affairs by  altering the place  of  taxation  for  the hiring out of 
such  property,  which  is  now  the  place  where  the  customer  is  located 
<Article 9(2)<e>>. 
The  hiring  out  of  forms  of  transport  was  however  excluded  from  the 
amendment  and  is  still  taxable,  therefore,  at  the  place  at  which  the 
supplier is located,  in accordance  with  the  principle set out  in Article 
9(1). 
2.  The. Commission  departments  were  called  upon  to  examine  a  number  of 
problems  raised  by  a  Member  State  in  conne..:tion  with  the  ap;.lication  of 
the  Sixth  and  Tentt:  Directives  to  certain  international  le&sing 
transactions. 
The  problems  related  in  particular  to  situations  which  had  more  to  do 
with hiring  out  than  with  leasing  proper  and  in  which  a  leasing  company 
purchases equipment  in a  country  othet~ than  that in ',lJhich  it has its head 
office with a  view to lairing it out to a  taxable person  in that country. 
Under  the  circumstances,  the  leasing  company  is de  facto  carrying  on  an 
economic  activity  in  the  customeL''S  country.  Accordingly,  an  attempt 
must  be  made  to  apply  in  the  first  place  the  territol'iality  rule  laid 
down  in  Article  9 <  1 >,  and  it  is  only  if  the  supplier  does  not  have  a 
fixed  establishment  in  the  custo11oer' s  country  that  the  rul~  set  out  in 
Article 9(2) (e)  is applicable  in accordance  with  the Ter.th Directive. 
(1)  OJ  n°L  200  of 3  August  1984,  p.  sa 
20 Questi.:.f.ed  on  this matter,  the delegations  t_.)  the  VAT  Comroitttc:  ;::oncun'ed 
with  this analysis but  rl':.ote:d  that,  wh~re ;..;  ti.:lt::  9<2)Ce)  we.::.  .:tj:·plicaLl-:, 
VAT  charged  on  the  pur·cnase:  of  equipotent  would  be  r·~fuo.:J.~oJ  .!.,J.:t·  th.: 
procedure provided for  h.  the  Eighth  ar.d  Jl. i!'tei'nth Directiv"'::.  depenclf•'il 
on whether the leasin9  Cdttpany  was  establ Lh.:-d  within the  Co!".l!l"I:.Jio i ty or  in 
a  third country. 
.. 
The analysis remains  the  same  in the case ,.f  forms  of transpor·t  hired vut · 
under  the  same  circumstan.ces.  . 
However,  since  such  gooJs  are  excluded  ir·vm  ·the::  scope·· of  the·. ·Tenth 
Directive,  they are  taxc.ble  in  accordaf1Ce  t..•.i. Lh  the  general  p!·ir.·:lple  lclid 
down  in Article 9 c  1 >, ·  thc.t  is to say,  at tik plac'e  where:  the  .=.tJppliH  l:o 
located,  and  in the  case  in  point  this  is  ·.!,.:,.same  as  the  pla(.;:  at  which 
the  customer  is  located;  if the· supplier  Jui:S  i1ot  designate  ""'  place  vf 
business or does not hav.::  a  fixed  establishii•.::nt,  the person lL:Lle to  paj! 
tax may  be  designated  in  accordance  with  Ar·ticle  21  <1  >Cal.  A fi•:sjc·rity  of 
the delegations  to the  VAT  Committee  held  lv  the  view.  how0::·1.o!,  that  the 
hiring out  of  forms  of  trar\sport  could  be  taxed  in  the  count!:/ in  whi.::h 
they were  purchased  and  hired out  by  the  supplier only  if th€  latter had 
a  place  of business  or a  fixed  establishment  there.  IJhere  tho:- supplier. 
was  established  in  a  third  country,  the  C·:•u.roit teE:  was  unan iruous  in  the 
view  that  taxation  must  take  place  in  the  customer's  cow.  try,  with  a 
large major-ity basing itself on Article 9(3)(b)  and  a  minority  on Article 
9(1). 
B.  Treatment of pallets apd containers as  foruos  of  transput't-
The First Report also recalled the need  to  .::onfer an  id~ntio: :ti  .t.eanir.g  1.-, 
Member  States  on  the  cor.c.::pt  of  "forms  of  transportn · in  orde:·  to  E<nsurE: 
that  the  place  of  taxation  for  certair•  i terns  of  propt:::rt:.,.·,  and  in 
particular  those  which  are,  by  theiL'  \.oO::l'Y  nature,  liaU..:- to  crvss 
frontiers,  does  not  vary  depending  or•  · wt,-::ther·  they  L'ar,k  ::~.=  •foriui..  •:.Oi 
transport" or "movable  tangible  prop~rty". 
Consequently,  the  Coromis::..ion,  with that  ne.,.:J  in  <idnd  and  ir,  .:•1  ,_;,=t'  tv  tc.h.:: 
account  of  the  view  of  the  large majority  0f  HE:rober  States,  inserted  in 
1 ts  proposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive  a  clar·if  icat  ion  i!1  r·espec t  vi 
Article 9  that reads  as  follows  : 
"The  expression  'forrus  c.f  tr·ansport'  in  th~~ Article  ir.cludt~ F>&llets  and 
containers,  and  equipwe.-.t  and  apparatus  capable  of  beirt-3  dra~;·,  vt'  F-Ush.:J 
in order to perform  a  contract fot'  transpo.-·t  or towing". C.  Definition of the  conc~pt of "fixed  e:~tablbhment" in Article 9 
1.  Article  9C2> Ce>  lists  a  number  of  services  for  which  the  place  of 
taxation is the  place  where  the  customer has  established his business or 
has a  fixed establishment to which  the service is supplied. 
Now,  it emerged  that  tt.e  concept of  fixed  establishment  was  not  the  same 
in all Member  St.3tes  ar.d  that  this gave  rise to problems  when  it came  to 
determining  : 
i>  the  place  of  taxation  for  the  transactions  specified  in  Article 
9C2><e>,  and 
ii>  the  procedure  for  refunding  tax  on  the  basis  of  the  Sixth or Eighth 
Directive. 
The  VAT  Committee  was  asked  for  its  views  on  the  two  possible 
interpretations  of  this  concept  one  according  to  which  a  fixed 
establishment  was  regarded  as  any  fixed  installation  from  which 
transactions  <sales  or supply of  services>  can  be  carried out;  the other 
according to which  this  <potential>  capacity to carry out transactions is 
unnecessary,  a  simple  information  office  or  a  simple  administrative 
office  being  sufficient.  A  large  majority  of  the  Com£L1ittee  considered 
that  fixed  establishri.ent  was  to  be  defined,  if  aflything,  without 
reference  to its capacity to effect taxable  transactions. 
The  proposal  for a  Nintteenth Directive took  account  of  this guideline by 
providing  for  an  addition  to  Article  9  defining  fixed  establishment  as 
"any  fixed  installation  of  a  taxable  person,  even  if  no  taxable 
transaction can be  can·ied out there". 
2.  Article 9(1)  lays down  the  general  principle  of  the  place of  taxation 
for  services,  declaring  it  to  be  "the  place  where  the  supplier  has 
established  his  business  or  has  a  fixed  establishment  from  which  the 
service is supplied ...  ". 
The  concept  of  "fixed  establishment"  laid  down  in  that  provision  was 
supplemented  by  the  decision  of  4  Ju!y  1985  by  the  Court  of  Justice  in 
Cas.:·  16S/B4  Ber!-~holz  ·;  Finanzamt  Hauburg-~iitt.e-Altstadt  \ 1 ·  ,  in  which 
the Court  ruled in  p< rticular that  an  ir,stalhtion for carrying on  a 
(1)  Not  yet published in European Court Reports; 
OJ  n°C  191  of 31  July 1985,  p.  8. 
22 commercial  activity on  board  3  shi~ sailing  on  th~ high  seas  outside  the 
national -territory  - the  ac ':.ivi ty  in  question  being  the  operation ·of 
gaming  machines  - may  Le  rr; _  arded  a~  ,  fi  ed  e.:.tablishrnent  within  the 
,.,,:.,:-,'"I'J  of  Article  7(1 ·  only  if  the  .::stablishr~ent  entails  the  permanent 
presence  of  both  the  human  and  technical  resources  nt:cessary  for  the 
provision  of· those  se;'Vices  and  it  is  not:  appropriate  to  deem  those 
services  to  have  been  provided  at  the  p:ace  where  the  supplier· has 
established his business. 
.:··· 
-- .·  ;•  ·:.:':~  ·. 
. D.  ApplicatimL of A1·ticle  9C2) Cd  to vuuiic bruddcasting organizations 
;  ',  ~·  0  ~-.  :  •,: •  •  :  •  r 
Article 9C2>Ce>  lists a  number  of  services  that  are  taxable at the  place 
where  the  customer,  provided he  is a  taxable person  in a  Member  State,  is 
established.  In  the  case  of  such  services,  the  customer's  status  thus 
determines the place of taxation.  · 
It transpired  that  the  tax  status  of  broadcasting. organizations  was  not 
the  same  in all Member  States as regards their non-commercial  activities. 
In  some  Member  States  they  themselves  are  considered  as  non-taxable 
persons  and  their  activities  as  falling  outside. the  scope  of  the  tax 
whet eas  in  other·  Memblr  States  tJ·,ey  rank  <.;S  ta::able  persons,  with  the 
sel''· ices they supply  tl us  being  ex~mpt. 
.  Thi~ situation ·is  sud,· as  t;, ··create  legal  unc.ertainty  and  even  double 
. taxation  or  non-taxation,  sine.:  the  suppliet'  of  services  is  not 
necessarily  aware  of  the  status  of  the  body  to  whic~ . he  supplies  his 
services. 
·The  only  way. to  resc.:ve  this  probl~rn 'is  by  c.,:·plyinS;  ArLcle  9!::J!e> 
uniformly  to  public  t.roadcc.sting  o; ganize: ':ions  in  all  He1. ber  States, 
in'.;,spective  of  their  tax  status  leJ..~mpt  C•l'  excluded  fron1. the  scope  of 
·VAT),  in  all  cases  t.Jhere  a  servi·:e  men·~lOne·;;  in  t!1at  provision  is 
sup~  l:i.ed  to  suc!l  a  bc·dy.  when  thi  ::;  que~  tion  was  put  to  it,  the  VAT 
Committee,  in the  inte;-·ests  of simplificatL>n,  decided almost  unanimously 
in favour of such a  so:.ution. E.  Telecommunications  serv~ 
A number of questions were  raised concerning  the arrangements  for certain 
telecommuncations services since,  in no')St  ca~es,  these  were  international 
in  nature.  The  VAT  Cc·mmittee  agr~ed on  certain  guidelines  relating  in 
particular  to  the  place  of  supply  cf  into:rnational  t(:lecoriiiiiUnications 
services  Cthe  country  of  the  perso1:  paying  fo1·  th~  conrmunication  in 
acco•·dance  with  thl?  ·. ri  terion  of'  ~ '1e  pl-8ce  where  the  supplier  has 
esta!llished his  business),  telephone  o.;omrounications  fron.  vessels sailing 
on  the  high  seas  <outside  th~  territ.Jrial  scope  of  the  taxJ, 
telecommunications services  suppli~d to  sea-·~oing  vess~::b &ltd  notably  the 
use  of  coastal  relay  stations  <re·;iarded  as  services  to  noeet  the  direct 
needs  of  such  vessels  and  exempt  "'ithin  the  limits  laid down  in  Article 
15<8>),  and  services  supplied  by  public  telecowmunications  authorities 
and  involving  use of  their network;:;  by  othet'  Member  States  <in  favour  of 
an  exemption similar to that for  tumsactions treated as exports>. CHAPTER  IV 
Questions of interpretation concerning the taxable amount  !Article  111 
A.  !Unimum  taxable amount 
In  March  1981,  the  Commission  instituted  infringement  proceedings  under 
·Article  169  of  the  Treaty  against  Belgium  for  failure  to  bring  its 
national  VAT  legislation governing  calculation of  the  taxable  amount  for 
cars into line with Articles  11  and  27  of the Sixth Directive. 
In its application to the Court of Justice,  the Commission  contended that 
the.Belgian rules were  not  compatible  with  Article  11  since  their effect 
was  to. tax systematically supplies or  imports  of new  cars on  the basis of 
a  value  generally higher  than  the  consideration actually received  by  the 
suppliers or the price paid by  the private  importer.  As  regards supplies 
on  the national market,  the Belgian rules  imposed  VAT  on  the value of all 
price discounts or rebates,  which  is c.ontrary  to Article 11<A><3>Cb>.  As 
far as car imports were  concerned,  the  Belgian rules did not  take account 
of  the price actually paid. 
The  Commission  also  took  the  view  that  the  measures  in  question,  which 
had  been  notified  on  the  basis  of  Article  27  <Sl,  were  not  covered  by 
that  provision  b~cause they  were  too  general  in  character;  in  point  of 
fact,  they  rend~red  the  system  laid  down  in  Articl~  11  pratically 
purposeless  in  the  ro:arket  sectvr  in  q•Jestic·n  and  were  therefore 
disproportion.ate  to  th·:!  aim  in  view.  Lastly,  the  Corcmission  disputed 
that  the  provisions at  issue  were  .il,lstified  by  the  desire  to  prevent  tax 
evasion  or  avoidance  or  that  they  constituted  genuine  measures  for 
simplifying the procedure  for  chargin9  the  tax. 
In its decision of  10  April  1984  cease  324/82)  (1),  the  Court  upheld  the 
arguments  put fotvard  by  the Commission. 
<1>  Loc.  cit., see Part I.  Chapter I, point 0.1. 
25 Following  the  Court's decision.  Belgium  amended  its legislation  so  that 
VAT  would  in future be  calculated on  the basis of the value actually paid 
by  the buyer. 
At  the  same  time,  however,  it  envisaged  applying  a  registration  tax 
payable  on  the difference  between  the  list price  and  the  price  invoiced 
at the same  rate as the  VAT  rate. 
c 
Since  the  new  measure  did not  seem  to  be  in  conformity  either with  the 
Court's  decision,  the  Commission  on  2  December  1985  instituted  fresh 
proceedings under Article 169  (Case  391/85). 
B.  Supply of a  new  item with a  used  item taken  in part-exchange 
The  legislation of  Ireland  and  the  Netherlands  provides  that,  when  a  new 
item  is supplied and  the supplier  takes  a  used  item  of  the  same  kind  in 
part-exchange,  the  taxable  amount  is  to  be  reduced  by  the  value  of  the 
used  item.  The  Commission  took the view that this arrangement  constituted 
a  derogation  from  Article  11  of  the  Sixth  Directive  that  could  not  be 
justified by  Article 32  of  that  Directive  and  brought  two  actions before 
the Court of Justice  (Cases  16  and  17/84). 
The  Court did not accept  the Commission's  arguments,  taking the view  that 
the  systems  at  issue  were  in  principle  covered,  both  as  regards  their 
object  and  their effects,  by  Article  32  of  the  Sixth  Directive  and  that 
they did not  infringe Article  11  of that Directive. 
Accordingly,  it dismissed  the  Commission's applications  in  two  decisions 
dated  10  July 1985  (1). 
C.  Subsidies 
1.  Article  11CA>C1>Ca>  stipulates that  "subsidies directly linked to  the 
price"  must  be  included  in  the  taxable  amount.  Furthermore,  the 
second  indent  of  Article  19C1>  permits  Member  States  who  so  wish  to 
include  in  the  denominator  of  the  deductible  proportion  the  amount  of 
subsidies which  are not directly linked to the price. 
<1>  Not  yet published  in the European Court Reports: 
OJ  n°C  195  of 3  August  1985,  p.  4. 
26 Following  an  analysis  ot  the  main  difficulties  of  interpretation 
concerning  the  concept  of  sub;:..idies  as  referred  to  in  those 
provisions,  the  Commission  consider··-:d  that  the  whole  problem  need~d to 
be  thought  out  afresh  (1). 
In  the  course  of  this  reappraisal,  the  Commission  noted  that  the 
expression  "subsidies  directly  linked  to  the  price"  of  transactions 
carried out  by  a  taxable  person  could  be  interpreted only  in  a  strict 
and  literal  sense  for  the  purposes  of  Article  11CA)(1)(al  and  that  a 
subsidy  was  to  be  included  in  the  taxable  amount  only  if  three 
conditions were  met  : 
al  it constituted the  consideration  Cor  part  of  the  consideration); 
bl  it was  paid  to  th<:  supplier; 
c l  it u.1as  paid to a  thir•d.  party. 
A majc•rity of  the  VAT  Committee  agreed  !i'ith this interpretation. 
2.  l\  pt'oblerrr  of  interpretation  also  arose  in  connection  t.Jith  the  tax 
ar-rangements  applicable  to  Community  subsidi~s  paid  out  under  the 
comrc.on  organizatbn  of  the  market  in  milk  and  wilk  pr-oduct.;.  It  J.S  a 
known  fact  that  the  Community  encourages  the  adoption  of  measures  to 
promote  sales,  publicity  and  roo.r·ket  resea1·ch  in  r~spect  of  those 
products. 
The  question  was  P'Jt  to  ti1e  VAT  Committee  i.-Jhether  t:-,e  Corr,rr~u~tity's 
(Ontribution to  exp~nditure  incurr~d in  (arryi~g out  such  ~easures was 
to  be  taxed  as  payment  for·  a  s·~t'v~.:e  L:1c.t  the  ''o:··ganizations 
concH';1ed"  (f>l'vdu•:ers  of,  and  L·ad-.·::'s,  j_n  1:1ilk  proc!uccsl  w•2re  regarded· 
dS  supplying  to  the  Co:r,r:.uni t~·  through  a  "governm·~n  t  agency" 
responsible  for  distributing  Com;nuni t::,r  aw.  r~o:.c.or·d ing  tu  the 
Commission's  cepar·t~nents,  neither  the  Cowraunity  nor  the  governmer.t 
agency  could  be  regarded  as  a  customet'  for  any  ser·vice  whatsoever. 
The  subsidy  was  defigned  solely  to  reimburse  some  of  the  expenditure 
incun-ed  by  the  "(>rganizations  concerned"  in  respect  of  services 
purchased  from  otheJ·  taxable  pel'Sons  (e.g.  advertisin] agencies). 
.,. ..  ........ ,  C of  :he  First  R~~0r·t 
27 Since,  therefore,  it  was  tantamount  to  a  purchasing  subsidy,  the 
Conwission  departments  took  the  view  that  one  of  the  three conditions 
specified above  was  not met. 
A  large  majority  of  the  Committee  agreed,  since  it  considered  that 
Community  subsidies  intended  for  the  financing  of  publicity  measures 
for  milk  products  did  not  represent  remuneration  in  respect  of 
services supplied  to  the  Commission  and  were  not  liable  to  VAT  where 
they contributed to the payment  of expenses  incurred. 
D.  Incidental expenses to be  included in the taxable amount 
1.  Collection  c~nmissicn charged by  a  carrier 
In  its  decision  of  12  June  1979  in  Case  1 26/78  <  1 >  ,  the  Court  of 
Justice  ruled  that  "if  a  carrier  has  undertaken,  in  addition  to  the 
transport  of  the  goods,  to  collect  the  price  of  the  goods  before 
delivering  them  to  the  consignee  <cash-an-delivery  system>  the 
collection  of  that  price  is  a  service  ancillary  to  the  transport 
within  the  meaning  of  Annex  B,  item  5,  to  the  Second  Directive  of 
11  April  1967"  and  that  "for the  purposes  of  the  application of  value 
added  tax  Member  States  are  not  empowered  to  treat  an  ancillary 
service  such  as  the  collection  of  the  cash-on-delivery  price 
separately from  the service of  the  transport of goods". 
The  VAT  Committee  •·•as  asked  whether  the  conclusions  reached  by  the 
Court  could  be  applied  to  Artide  11CA>:2><b>  of  th·~  Sixth  Directive 
and  whether,  therefore,  the  coa~ission  charged  by  a  carrier  for 
collecting on  behalf of  the  seller  the  payment  for  goods  carried  was 
to be  included  in  the  taxable  amount  for  the  transport  service  as  an 
incidental  expense  t..dthin  the meaning  of Article 11. 
(1)  [1979]  £CR  2041 
28 The  VAT  Committee  considered  that  it was  impossible  merely  to  extend 
the Court  judgment  to the context of Article 11(A)(2)(b)  and  that only 
examination  of  the  terms  of  the  contract  concluded  between  consignor 
and  carrier  would  reveal  whether  or  not  this  commission  was  an 
incidental expense. 
2.  Interest payable on  hire-purchase sales 
The  First Report  raised the matter of the arrangement to be  applied to 
price supplements  charged by  a  supplier in the  case of a  hire-purchase 
sale,  the question being whether financing  charges were  to be  exempted 
on  the  basis  of  Article  13<B> <d>  or  whether,  on  the  contrary,  the 
determining  factor  was  that  such  financing  charges  were  of  the  nature 
of  incidental  expenses  and  were,  therefore,  to  be  excluded  from  the 
exemption  in respect of  interest payments  provided for  in Article 13. 
1Jhen  the  question  was  put  to  the  VAT  Committee,  a  majority  of  its 
members  considered  that,  if  there  were  no  real  loan  agreement,  the 
price supplement  payable on  a  hire-purchase sale was  to be  included  in 
the  taxable  amount  for supplies of goods. 
E.  Importation of software. 
The  problem of determining the taxable  amount  to be  applied  in respect of 
imports of  software was  referred to the  VAT  Committee. 
In  the  case  of  "normalized"  or  generally  used  software,  the  Committee 
considered  that  there  was  a  single  import  of  goods  the  whole  value  of 
which  was  to be  taxed. 
In the  case ·of  specific  software,  it noted that  there  was  both  an  import 
of goods  <the  physical  support>  and  a  supply of services  <the  data>. 
In  intra-Community  trade  between  taxable  persons,  the  physical  support 
will  be  treated  as  an  accessory  to  the  data  and  both  supplies  will  be 
taxed within  the Member  State of  the  user as  a  single  supply  of  services 
in accordance  with the  criteria laid down  in the  third  indent  of Article 
9<2> <e>.  In  order  to  avoid  double  taxation,  the  physical  support  will 
not be  taxed upon  importation. 
29 The  Committee  has  still  to  state  its  view  on  the  tax  arrangements  for 
trade between  third countries and  individuals. 
F.  Carriage  of  passenger·:-:  ~§.ea or  alc  between  two  places  located  in  a 
single Member  State.  with  th':!  iour·oey  including  passage  through  or above 
international waters or above  foceiqn  territory. 
The  Commission  departments  had  •.mcountered  problems  relating  to  the 
collection  of  VAT  on  transport  c,perations  carr·ied  out.  partly  outside 
national  territory.  Some  Member  States  considered  that  air  or  sea 
transport  involving  passage  above  or  through  international  waters  or  the 
terri  tory  of  another  State  no  longer  ranked  as  a  journey  within  the 
terri  tory of  the  country  in  respec. t  of  the  distance  covered  outside  the 
national  terri  tory.  It was  parti.:::ulC:!rly  important  to  know  whether  "own 
resources"  could  be  collected in  resp~ct of  that part of  the price of  the 
ticket relating to that distance. 
Llhen  consulted  about  this  Pl'Oblem  the  Comn1ittee  considered,  by  a  large 
majority,  that  ,  on  the  basis  of  the  Sixth  Directive,  the  whole  of  the 
journey  in question  should  be  considt-ced  as  taking  place  entirely  within 
the  Member  State concerned. 
Accordingly,  the  Commission,  in its f.'l.'oposal  for·  a  Nineteenth Directive, 
inst:rted  into  Article  ·:-(2) <b>  a  new  provision  whereby  •·a  journey  by  sea 
or air shall  be  deemed  to  take  place  entirely within  a  country  when  the 
place of departuPe  and  the place of  aL'ri  val  are  in  that  country,  provided 
the1··e  is no  stop  in arll·ther  country". 
In its decision  'Jf  4  J1:ly  19U5  r Ca8e  1 68/84  Berkholz v  F inanzamt  Hamburg-
Mitle-Altstadtl  (1)  c:nd  23  January  1986  (Case  283/84  Trans  Tirreno 
Express  v  Ufficio  Prov.incial1~  IVA)  (2),  th-~  Cour·t  went  some  way  towards 
endc.rsing  the  princii=·les  set  out  in  the  amendment  propc sed  by  the 
Corm;1ission.  It  ruled  that  Member  States  may  charge  VAT  c  .. n  transport 
services  supplied  on  the  high  seas  during  journeys  maJe  eir.her  between 
two  points  in the  same  Herobe1·  State  o~ between  two  Member  States. 
(1)  LO•-·  cit. 
(2)  Not  yet publish?d  in :he European CcJrt Reports; 
OJ  n°C  77  of  5  April  986,  p.  8 
30 CHAPTER  V 
Questions of interpretatiqn concerning  exemptions  (Articles 13.  14  and  15) 
A.  Exemptions under Article 13<AJ(1) 
The First Report referred to implementing difficulties associated in many 
.cases with the  imprecise nature of certain provisions of Article 13CAJC1) 
concerning  exemptions  and to their repercussions  both  for application of 
the  uniform  basis of assessment and  for own  resources. 
The  proposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive  dated  5  December  1984  attempted 
to  improve  the  situation  by  incorporating  the  clarifications  and 
amendments  necessary  to  ensure  better  interpretation  of  the  relevant 
texts.  The  VAT  Commi tttee  agreed  a  numbeL~  of  guide  I ines  for  certain 
questions  relating  to  application  of  the  tax  while  the  Court  of  Justice 
delivered  a  ruling  in  the  case  involving  the  exemption  for  transport 
services carried out  on  behalf of  the  Deutsche  Bundespost. 
a>  Exemption  relating  to  the  supply  of  services  by  the  public  postal 
services 
On  11  July  1 985  the  Court  of  Justice  delivered  its . ruling  in  Case 
107/84  (1).  The  First  Report  mentioned  that  the  legislation  of  one 
Member  State  extendP.d  the  exemption  for  the  supply  of  services  by  the 
public postal services  rArticle  13CA)C1)Ca))  to  transport undertakings 
which  carded  mail  on  behalf  of  the  public  post&l  service.  The 
Commission  had  taken  the  vj_ew  that,  like  any  other  firm  which  was 
exempted,  the  public  postal  service  should  bear  Vi\!  on  the  ir,puts 
relating  to  its  exempt  activities  and  that  it  could  not  permit  an 
extension  of  the  e.x·~mption  to  the  supply  of  services  at  1ssue.  This 
view  was  endorsed  by  the Court. 
<1>  Not  yet  published in the European  Court  Reports; 
OJ  n°C  200 of 8  August  1985,  p.  8 
31 b)  Exemption  concerning  hospital  aruLmedical  care  and  closely  related 
activities (Article 13(A)(1)(b)) 
In  order  to  ensure  that  the  differing  assessments  of  the  conditions 
governing  eligibility  for  this  exemption  do  not  give  rise  to 
implementing difficulties,  the Commission  has  included in its proposal 
for  a  Nineteenth Directive a  provision extending the exemption  to the 
entire  hospital  sector.  A definitive  exemption  of  this  kind  would 
render  redundant  the  derogation  based  on  Article  28(3) (bl,  read  in 
conjunction with  point 10  of Annex  F,  whereby  hospital  establishments 
not referred  to  in Article 13  as currently  worded  may  continue  to  be 
exempt  during  the transitional period. 
The  expression  "and  closely  related  activities"  contained  in  this 
provision also seemed  to be  interpreted in a  fairly restrictive manner 
by  Kember  States.  This  was  confirmed when  the matter was  examined  by 
the  VAT  Committee. 
Nevertheless,  a  Community  list  of  the  transactions  referred  to  was 
drawn  up  and  accepted  by  a  large  majority  of  the  delegations.  It 
would  seem,  therefore,  that  the  proposed  amendment  extending  the 
exemption  to  the  entire hospital sector could be  supplemented  by  such 
a  list. 
c)  Exemption  for  the  provision  of  medical  care  in  the  exercice  of  the 
medical  and  paramedical Professions 
Two  infringement  procedures  have  been  initiated under  Article  169  of 
the  Treaty  against  the  United  Kingdom  and  Ireland  following  an 
extension  of  the  exemption  to  supplies  of  goods.  The  exemption  in 
question  applies  to  supplies  of  pairs  of  spectacles  under  a  medical 
prescription. 
In  the  case  of  the  United  Kingdom,  an  action was  brought  before  the 
Court on  27  Karch  1985. 
dl  Exemptions  concerning  "certain  services  closely  linked  to  sport" 
(Article 13(A)(1)(m) 
The  conditions governing the granting of this exemption were  deemed  to 
be  strict  enough  for  it to  be  proposed  that  the  expression  "certain 
services" be  replaced by  "services" without this creating any  problem. 
32 However,  the  wordin·::i  of  t];is  prov.:.s1on  gives  r·ise  to  certain problems 
of  interpretation  ~ince  the  court  o!  Justi~e  was  asked,  in  Case 
273/86,  to  give  a  pre.l iminary  ruling  ort  whether  ". . .  the  supply  of 
food  and drink by  a  sports club  to its members  in  a  canteen run  by  the 
dub  <can>  !:•e  regc:;rded  as  a  se1•vice  closely  linked  to  sport  or 
physical  t-ducation  supplied  to  f>ersons  taking  part  in  sport  or 
physical  education  within  the  mea:ling  c•f  Article  13CA)(1)Cm)  of  the 
Sixth Council  Directive ...  "· 
The  Comr."lissio1i  prOJ=··.JSt:d  ti1at  the  Court  r·eply  clear-ly  in  the  negative 
to  this  question.  Since  the  a,Fplicant  subsequently  withdrew  his 
&ction,  the  Court  removed  the  case.  from  its Register  on  B  April  1987. 
e1  E:<elllpti•)n  for·  "c.::rt...sin  cultural  ::H;,·vice::>''  lArtic.le  E,Ai (1) (n) 
I.n  the  · rroposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive,  thE:  imprecise: 
"certain"  is  replaced  by  a  1 ist  of  exerc;pt  services  based  Oft 
corresponding lists applicable  in  a  number  of  Member  States. 
[ >  ·;::emption  fvr·. :·;u• ·:-'l: -:s  uf  ::.:<:!rvL:es  by artists 
term 
the 
,par·t  frow  t!·J2  ~mpr•.ver.,ents to be  ::rade.  t·.•  thL. part c.f  Article  13,  the 
1-·roposal  fo1·  a  Nineteenth  Directiv.:  introducl,,j  tt-•o  spedfic 
·~.xem?tions,  c•le  for  weor-ks  of art f.·i'Oper  .supp}.y  of  l.l.'·  r-ks  cf art by  the 
c.r·tist.  who  ct·-2at~d  ·neti;;  ,_,nd  on-~  f01'  th€·  supply of S·_rvicts  by  ac1.ors, 
<:~uthors,  c.om~·)ser·s  ..• nd  wr· ~ ters. 
:;c.we.vf'r·,  in  the  .:·pin ior.s  deli  VE:red  1:-y  th<~m,  Pa,  ·1 iamt:llt  and  ti-Je 
Ecoaocr,ic  &nd  5(:,.;: ial  Cc.mm; ttee  c·pp~:sed  S'iCh  exempt ion.:;,  nc tably  or.  the 
grc•und  that  preferential  treat;t)er. t  for  supplies  of  wori<s  of  art  &nd 
supplies of  services by  artists was  not,  in their view,  justified. 
Th-2  Cowroission  to•.;,J..  accom-.t  ot  those  opj_nionz  in  i tE.  amerded  pror.osal 
for  a  Nineteenth  Directive  by  ;:>rc.posin<;  that  the  provisions  at  :..ssue 
:..e.  deleted.  As  a  compromise,  t:1e  exemption  for the  s:.Jpply  of services 
Ly  authors,  artists and  p.:rforr,,.:r:::.  of  w•.•rks  (.•f  ar-t  t..;ill  t.~  mainto:.ined 
•n  a  transitional  basis  in  accordance  with  Article  28(3) Cbl,  taken 
together with point  2  of Annex  F. 
33 B.  Exemptions under Artic'e 13CB) 
Three  questions  arise  in  connection  with  the  application  of  Article 
13CBl.  They  concern  the  tax  treatment  of  tourist assistance operations, 
the  tax treatment of payment  cards  Cthis matter having already been dealt 
with  in  part  in  the  First  Report),  and  the  application  of  Article 
13CBlCdlC4)  to "platinum nobles". 
a)  Tourist assistance 0pei'at.ions 
During  examination  within  the  Council  of  the  Community  texts relating 
to  insurance,  disparities  came  to  light  regarding  the  application  of 
the Sixth Directive to  tourist assistance activities,  i.e.  assistance 
to travellers. 
When  the matter was  referred to it,  the  VAT  Committee,  on  the basis of 
an  analysis  presented  by  the  Commission  departments,  felt  by  a  large 
majority that services consisting of  the  provision of cover  in respect 
of  the  risks  concerned  (reimbursement  of  medical  expenses;  costs 
resulting  from  necessary  extension  of  stay;  repatriation  of  the 
insured  on  medical  grounds  and  of  an  accompanying  relative;  tr·avel 
~xpenses of  the  insured  in  the  event  of  the  death  of  a  rn~mber of  his 
family;  repatriatior1 of  the  remains of  the  insured;  charges for  towing 
or repatriating a  V•!hic le;  dispatch of  St)are  parts>  and  supplied by  an 
organization  other  than  an  autori1obile  club  should  be  regarded  as 
insurance  services  coming  under  Article  13CB>Ca>  and  that  the 
contributions colle·.;ted by  these Ol'ganizations  by  way  of consideration 
for those services :...hould  be  exem~·ted on  the basis of  that pt'ovision. 
However,  in  the  case  of  assistance  rendered  by  automobile  clubs,  the 
problem  remains  sir.ce  the  situat:;.on  varies  from  one  Member  State  to 
another  :  some  Member  States  charge  tax  on  the  full  membership  fee 
while  others  apply  an  exemption  on  the  basis  of  Article  13CAlC1lCll 
but  tax  additional  fees  paid  in  exchange  for  special  advantages;  a 
number  of  Member  States  would  prefer  to  see  a  standard  breakdown  of 
the fee  into a  taxable  component  and  an  exempt  component. 
The  Comroi ttee also .;onsidered  that services supplied by  the "assbter" 
to  the  insurer fell  within the  sc0pe  of  the  tax  and  could  be  exempted 
or  taxed depending  :)n  their naturE:. 
34 bJ  Pavment  cards 
Under  the  proposal  for  a  Ninetl-!enth  Directive,  "services  rendered  by 
financial  institutions  in  issuing  or  managing  paymer. t  cards  or  other 
similar  docuruents"  will  no  longer  qualify  for  the  right  of  option 
allowed  for financial  and  banking  transactions. 
The  purpose  of  this exclusion from  th~ right of option  is to avoid  any 
further  disparities  in  the  ·1.ax  treatment  of  such  t.ransactions, 
particularly  as  re•;jards  the  supply  of  services  by  the  institution 
issuing  the  payment  car·d  to  sellers  of  goods  and  se:rvices,  by 
introducing  an  exemption  in all Hewber  States  and  thereby  placing all 
taxable  persons  on  an  equal  footing  with  regard  to  the  non-
deductibility  of  input  tax  charged  on  purchases  connected  with  such 
transactions. 
In  the  course  of  its  work,  the  VAT  Committee  came  out  almost 
unanimously  in  favour  of  an  exemption  for  services  rendered  by  the 
issuer  of  the  payment  card  to  retailers  on  the  basis  of  Article 
13(BlCdl,  and  in  particular  points  2  and  3,  the  main  activity  being 
essentially financial  in  nature.  It transpired  though  that  the  right 
of option provided  for  in Article  13CCi  could  give rise to  unavoidable 
distortions.  Henc·~  the  proposal  to  ex·:lude  the  services  concerned 
from  that right of :ption. 
Since  Italy continU<!d  to  tax  tt.ose  transactions,  the  Commission,  on  6 
l1pril  1987,  instit:Jted  before  the  Co..;pt  rcoceedings  <::•Jainst  that 
~.ountry under·  Article  169  of  tho:  Tl'eaty. 
;.;)  r:·lntinu:u  nobl.g_e_  lAi:  icL:  :3 ti3) C.:l)  1  '•  .i 
r.rticle  13CB)(d)(4)  exempts  tran!:.-BCtior  •  .,  in  r~espect  of,  among  other 
things,  coins  used  9S  lesal  tei"tdel·,  wi  tl~  the  exception  of  collectors' 
items.  It  stipulat.~s that  "colle( tors'  items"  shall  be  taken  to  mean 
gold,  silver or oth  ~r metal  coi11s  or bank notes  whicr.  are  not normally 
used as  legal  tende~ or c0ins of fiUroismatic  interest;". 
35 The  question  concerning  the  tax  treatment  of  platinum  nobles  was  raised 
for  two  reasons  :  they are recognized  on  the  Isle of Han  as  legal  tender, 
and  they  are  recommended  by  banks  as  an  investment  and  traded  at  a 
premium  above  the  value  of  the  pure  metal.  Since  point  26  of  Annex  F 
cannot  apply  to  such  coins,  the  Commission  departments  felt  they  should 
be  taxed  immediately,  irrespective  of  whether  they  were  regarded  as 
collectors'  items  (the  cone!  us  ion  to  which  the  definition  contained  in 
Article  13  CB> Cd> (4)  leads>  or  as  an  investment  medium.  The 
deliberations of the  VAT  Committee  endorsed this analysis. 
C.  Exemptions under Articles 14  and  15 
a>  Importation of official publicatiofls and  importation of  po:otage  stal!lps 
Difficulties  have  arisen  conceming  the  importation  of  official 
publications  :md  of  unfranked  postage  stamps  valid  for  use  in  their 
country of origin. 
Some  Member  States take  the view  that At·ticle  14  ( 1) Cg>  of  the  E.ixth 
Directive  does  not  make  express  provision  for  the  e:<emption  of 
official  publications.  A  number  of  Member  States  also  justify  the 
taxation  on  importation  of  postage  stawps  valid  for  use  for  postal 
services  in  their  country  of  origin  on  the  ground  that  supplies  of 
these  stamps  wi thLt  the  importing  country  cannot  qualify  for  the 
exemption provided  for  in Artic.le  13CB>Ce>  and  that,  acco.~ingly,  the 
exemption on  importc.tion provided for  in Article 14 ( 1 > c  a>  would  nc•t  be 
applicable. 
The  Commission  considers  that  iri•portation  of  official  publications 
involves  an  exercise  of  official  authority  on  the  part  of  the 
institutions of  the  country  of  origin;  as  re·~ards  importation  of  the 
postage  stamps  mentioned  above,  it takes  the  view  that  to  impose  tax 
on  them  is likely  t<)  create discrimination  in  relation to  supplies of 
stamps  having  the  same  function  within  the  importing  C•)Untry,  i.e. 
stamps  issued  by  the postal  authol'ities  of  that  country  a,-,d  suppplied 
direct by  the1o. 
36 The  proposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive  thus  inserted  two  specific 
provisions  into Article  11,  that were  aimed  at  expressly  exempting  the 
transactions  in  que:3tion.  Howevei',  for  reasons  of  expediency,  these 
provisions were  sub:::;equently  transferred  to  the  proposal  amending  for 
the  third  time  Directive  83/1 81 /EEC  determining  the  scope  of  Article 
<  1) Cdl  of  the  Sixth  Directive  as  regards  exemption  from  VAT  on  the 
final  importation of certain goods.  · 
b>  \'essels  intended  for•  breaking up 
It emerged  from  the  work  of  the  VAT  Committee  that  roost  Member  States 
exempted  supplies  of  sea-going  vessels  intended  for  breaking  up, 
either  under  a  broad  interpretation  of  Article  15  or  under  other 
provisions of the Directive. 
In order to  remove  this  legal  uncertainty,  the  Commission  included  in 
the  proposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive  two  provisions  incorporating 
into  Article  1 5  two  exemptions  for  vessels  and  aircraft  intended  for 
breaking up. 
c>  Jnterprdation of  A-·ticles  U(l)(i)  and  15(13)  as  reqards  servicelLin_ 
..:onnect ion  wi 1:h  goons  trar_tsport_ 
The  question  was  raised  as  to  whether  the  exemption,  e.g.  of 
transport,  provided· for  in Article  14  < 1; <  1>  was  appl icablt:<  only  ~here 
the  importation  of  goods  to  11.1hich  the  transp,•rt  r·elated  was 
effectively  taxed  o~ whether  it was  also  applicable  where  goods  were 
definitively  iroport<.!d  with  no  VAT  being  charged  <e.g.  goods  forming· 
part of  a  removal  OI=·erationl. 
The  Commission departments  considec that Article  14(iJCi>  should apply 
<mly  in  the  case  where  transport  involves  ·~oods  subject  to  VAT  on 
importation.  This  provision  is designed  to  avoid  double  taxati011  of 
certain  services  !:'·'Jch  as  transp•.)rt  that  would  be  ta}.ed  one~  in 
accordance  with  the  terri  tori  ali  ty  rules  laid  down  in  Al ticle  9  and 
then  again  pursuattt  to  ArticlE'  11CBi<3><bl  by  virtue  of  their 
inclusion  in  the  ta;.able  amount  for  the  importation c•f  goods. 
37 The  same  logic  should  apply  to  Article  15(13>  in  regard  to  transport 
services linked to the exportation of goods.  Accordingly,  in order to 
be  fully  consistent,  transport  services  rendered  in  the  country  of 
departure  in  the  event  of  removal  should  also  be  taxed.  However,  as 
things stand,  there  would  not  seem  to  be  any  legal  basis  on  which  to 
tax  transport  carried  out  in  the  country  of  departure  since  Article 
1 5 ( 13)  exempts  the supply  of  tre:nst:·vrt  services directly linked  to  the 
e:<port  of  goods.  Furthermore,  on  the  basis  of  Article  9<21 <b), 
transport  is  taxed  in  each  country  concerned  on  the  basis  of  the 
distances  covered.  Combined  application  of  these  two  Articles  means 
that the  transport of  goods  exempt  on  importation would  be  taxed  only 
in respect of  the portion of  the  journey  undertake11  in  the  countr:y  of 
importation.  This  creates  an  inc  on::.! stency  iP.  ~·elation  to  the 
treatment of  th<:!  tr<<:-~sport of goods  taxed  on  importation. 
At  present,  a  very  large  majority  of  Member  States  exempt  from 
taxation  the  portion  of  the  journey  undertaken  in  the  country  of 
departure  for  the  purposes  of  an  international  removal  of  goods.  In 
other  words,  Member  States  take  Article  15<13)  to  mean  that  all 
transport services linked to the export of goods are  exempt  even  where 
there is no  remission of  tax  on  goods  leaving the  country. 
As  for  the  situation  in  the  importing  c.ountry,  most  Member  States,  in 
line  with  the  inter·pretation  placed  on  Article  14  <  1) <  i>,  exempt  the 
IJOrt ion of  the  j out·ney  undertakt!n  there. 
A majority of  the  Member  State:::.  w.:·uld  b.,.  prepared,  in  the  context  of 
future  harmonization,  to  alter  th-e  present  acrange!i.ents  so  that  the 
entire  journey  undertaken  for  the  pur·poses  of  an  intra-Con.munity 
removal  operation  WdS  taxed  in  th~  country  of  depar~ure.  This  would 
ensure  consistency  :.lith  the  ta.<ation  of  pass-:mger  L·ansp•Jrt  provided 
for  in Article  28(51  of  the  Sixth  Directive  a~d in  the  pr~posal for  a 
Directive now  being  drawn  up. 
Ho111ever,  it  must  b.::  borne  in  mind  that  thi:;:.  solution,  uhich  can.  be 
applied  111ithout  difficulty after  1992,  would  currently  p)Se  problems 
of  application  given  that,  at  the  time  o:  deper·ture,  it  is  not 
possible to know  with certainty if the  tt•ansported gc.ods  ll'ill actually 
be  exempted at  importation. 
38 CHAPTER  VI 
Que:;tions of  intE>rpr·etatio.t  concerning  deduc~ions  U><  t.i•.les  1 /'  t•j  20) 
A.  Systt!m  of deductions 
1.  The  Council  Decision  C•f  23  Octobe  .. '  1':J84  authorizes  France,  pursuant  to 
Article  27  of  the  Sixth  Directive,  to  apply  in  respect  of  automatic 
gaming  machines  a  measure  derogating  from  Article  1B  of  th~t  Directive. 
It stipulates that,  for a  period of  four years,  France  need not  refund  in 
this  connection  any  deductible  ta;:  nedit  but  may  provide  for  it to  be 
set against  tax  due  in  subsequent  tax  periods.  It further  provides  that 
the  derogation  d;)es  not  apply  to  <:~utomatic  gawing  machines  the  receipts 
of which  can be establiahed with  c~rtainty. 
Fra11.::e  has  failed  to  incorporate  a  four-year  deadline  into  its 
legislation  and  applies  a  general  d<::t·ogation  that  would  not  per-mit  any 
exception.  Proceedings  have  been  instituted  under  Article  169  of  the 
Treaty. 
2.  Articles  17  to  20  of  the  Sixth Directive  provide  for  full  deduction  of 
input  taxes  on  goods  and  services  used  for taxed  transactions. 
French  legislation  appears  to  have  departed  from  that  p:.cinciple  by 
stipulating  that  undertakings  are  ·~ntitled  to  deduct,  ar~nually  and  for  a 
period  of  fifteen  years,  only  a  fraction  of  the  VAT  char·ged  on  the 
purchase  or  construction  of  building~ if  the  annual  in~ome  from  letting 
is less than one  fifte~nth of  the value  of the buildings. 
In this col.necti(•n,  an actiort  was  l·ro11ght  b·.·fore  the Court  on  1 B February 
1987  under Artic:e  169  of  the Treaty. 
3.  As  provided  for  in Article  17(7)  of  the  Sixth Directive,  Italy consulted 
the  VAT  Coriomi ttee  twict:.·  on  the  exc 1  us ion  for  cyd ical  economic  reaso:1s  -
up  to  31  December  1985  in  the  fir~.t  instance  and  then,  followin•:1  an 
extension,  up to  31  December  1987  - of  the right to deduct  VAT  in respect 
of  the  purL.hase  or  iroplrtation of motur  veh.i.cles  •)f  not  :oore  ·~han  2000  cc 
(25CO  cc  wlu:!re  Ltted ~oith a  diese:i.  e11gine)  and  ·.he  purchase  of fuels  and 
lub1··ic:ants  for  U:-;e  thet ein. 
39 B.  Refund  of  VAT  to  taxable persons not  establ!shed  in the territory of the 
country 
1 .  The  aim  of  the  Eighth  Council  Directive  of  6  December  1979  ( 1  >  is  to 
harmonize  the  arrangements  for  the  refund  of  VAT  to  foreign  taxable 
persons who  are residents of the Community. 
All  the  Member  States  - with  the  exception  of  Portugal  c  2 >  ,  which  is 
still treated as  a  non-member  country  for  the  purposes  of  this Directive 
- currently  apply  the  refund  procedure  provided  for  in  the  Eighth 
Directive. 
A  report  on  the  application  of  the  Directive  - drawn  up  in  accordance 
with  Article  12  - was  transmitted  to  the  Council  in  November  1985  C3>. 
It discussed  the  functioning  of  the  refund  procedure  and  emphasized  the 
difficulties  encountered  in  obtaining  tax  refunds  from  the  tax 
authorities in certain Member  States. 
In  its  conclusions,  the  report  nevertheless  stated  that  the  refund 
procedure  was  operating  in  a  fairly  satisfactory  manner  in  most  Member 
States but  that  improvements  were  needed  in  those  areas  where  obstacles, 
often of  an  administrative nature,  still seemed  to prevent  the  procedure 
from  operating smoothly. 
It  also  pointed  out,  however,  that  the  common  refund  system  remained 
incomplete  in  the  absence  of  any  Community  provisions  determining  the 
items  of  expenditure  not  eligible  for  deduction  of  tax  and  laying  down 
arrangements  for  the  refund  of  tax  to  taxable  persons  established  in 
third countries.  More  recently,  the  proposal  for  a  Thirteenth Directive 
was  adopted  on  1  7  November  1986  ( 4 >  •  However,  the  Council  has  not  yet 
reached agreement  on  the proposal  for a  Twelfth Directive,  which  contains 
a  Community  list of  items  of  expenditure  not  eligible  for  deduction  of 
tax. 
-------------
(1)  OJ  n°L  331  of 27  Dece£uber  1979,  p.  11 
(2)  Since 1  January  1988  Fortuge.l  has  introduced  into its legislation the_ 
refund  procedur~ envb:-aged  .i.n  the  8th Directive 
<3>  CONC85)58G  final 
<4>  OJ  n°L  326  of  21  Nove~ber 1986,  p.  40 
40 As  a  result,  the  exclusions  from  the  right  to  deduct  tax  or  from  the 
right  of  refund  in  th'.!  case  of  taxable  p~rsons not  e&tablished  in  the 
territory  of  the  country  still  ''ary  sigr:i.ficantly  and  the  drawbacks 
inherent  in this lack Gf  harmonization  remain.  !he Commission  would  very 
much  like  the Council  to act at  last on  this proposal,  the harmonization 
of such  exclusions also being  essential  in  the  context  of  removal  of  tax 
frontiers planned for- i 9921,  _ .  _ ,  ..  ,  _ 
2.  Finc,lly,  the  report  i.-efer.rr~d  to  c€'rtain  difficulties  encountered  in 
obtaining  tax  refunds,  particularly  from  . the  It.alian  tax  authorities. 
For  one thing,  it took an  abnormaEy  long  time  to obtai.-,  refunds  and,  for-
another,  the Italian authorities required foreign  taxable persons to open 
bank  accounts  in  Italy  . - a  . requirement  not  ~nvisaged  in  the  Eighth 
Directive.  · 
The  Commission's  staff  have  approached. the  authorities. in  Italy  on  ac 
number of occasions to urge  them  to  s~ttl~ outstanding refund  claims.  In 
view  of  the fact  that refunds  are  frE-_quently  made  quite  some  time  after 
the  six-month  deadline  laid  down  in  the  Eighth  Dh·ective  and  although 
that  deadline  ~1a::;  b-:en  incorpol'att"d  into  Italian  legislation,  the 
Commission  decided  to  initiate  proce2dings  against  Italy  under  Article 
169 of the Treaty. 
More ·recently,  ·the  Itclian  authorlti.:::s  hav~ let it be  known  that  a  new· 
decree  is  to  be  adopted  which  will  enable  foreign  taxable  persons  to 
obtain  VAT  refunds  by  way  of  direc. t  payments  to  account::,  ope~·,ed  in  their-
country  of  residence.  This  decree  should  remove  if  not  all  the 
difficulti~s  encounter~d by  foreign  taxable  persons,  th~n at  least  those 
steli:ming  from  the  requirement  thc.t  they  or  .. en  accounts  ii1  j_ taly.  This 
inf.·,rmation  was  furn~  .:;hed  by  Italy  in  r-esponse  to  the  -:ommission' s 
reasoned opinion. 
The  problems  c•f  delay  in  obtaining  refunds  have  not  however  yet  been 
resolved. 
* 
*  * 
41 Interpretation of Article  26 
A.  Scope 
Article  26  stir.oulates  that  Member  States.  are  to  ar-·ply  VAT  to  the 
operations  of  travel  agents  in  .::~ccordanc..:  with  its  provisions  where 
travel agents  de.::.l  with  customers  in  their  own  name  and  use  the  supplies 
and  services  of  other  taxable  per·sons  in  the  provision  of  travel 
facilities. 
These  two  conditions,  which  must  be  met  before Article  26  is applicable, 
viz.  "where  the  travel  agents  deal  in  their  own  name"  and  "use  the 
supplies and services of other taxable persons  in the provision of  travel 
facilities",  have  been  the  subject  of questions  regarding  interpretation 
and  of analyses carried out  by  the  Commissiv•i  departments. 
IJi th  regards  to  the  first  condition,  it has  been  ar·;;Jued  that  travel 
agents  escape  all  liability  in  providing  travel  facilities  and  that  it 
can  therefore  be  concluded  that  they  act  almost  always  in  the  name  of 
another  party.  This  argument  would  r.ot  only  render  Article  26 
inoperative  but  would  also  seem  to  lie  contradicted  by  practice.  lhere 
are,  in  fact,  many  cases  where  the  travel  agent  sells  a  pac~age without 
the traveller needing  to know  who  provided  the  various  ~ervices.  In  such 
cases,  the  traveller deals  solely wi t:1  the  travel  agent,  who  makes  C·Ut  a 
bill or invoice  in his own  name.  In  this situation,  the  travel  agent  can 
be  regarded  as  actin9  in  his  own  i"Lame,  t'egardless  of  who  ultimately 
assumes  the risk of  th·~  contract  b=in;,~  impr.:Jperly  executed. 
To  be  applicable,  Arti :le  26  also  requires  the  travel  -Jgent  to  "usE  the 
SUPF·lies  and services ··f other  taxabl~  per~._,ns  iu  the  p~ ovisi·m of  t1 avel 
facilities".  This  s.,cond  conditior.,  whLh  d12fines  ~he  s·:ope  of  the 
first,  was  alse:  examined  t·.l  esto.bLsh,  firstly,  whether  this  wot-·ding 
should be  intt:rpreted  d.S  requiring  thE!  use  by  th..:- trave]  a.ger• t  of  several 
services  c·f  oth-~r  tax  ..• tle  Ferson~  alid,  se·.ondly,  how  .~he  t~rm "tN.vel" 
should  be  defin~d.  T.r.e  VAT  Committe2  felt  that  the  us.~  of  at  least  one 
ser·Jice  supplied  by  another  taxable  person  in  t·.::spect  of  a  journey  was 
sufficient for  the  purposes of  Artie]~ 2G. B.  Calculation of the margin 
- Block booking 
Current practice  in the travel agency  and  tour operator sector does  not 
always  permit  strict  application  of  Article  26C2>  relating  to  the 
calculation of  the  travel agent's margin.  IJhere,  for example,  a  travel 
agent  makes  block  bookings  of  hotel  accomodation  or  airline  tickets 
which  he  then  supplies  to  different  tr<:l'..rellers,  it  is  difficult  to 
calculate  the  margin  in  relation  to  any  given  trip,  since  the  "cost 
borne  by  the  travel  agent"  covers  all  the  block  bookings  for  the 
season.  IJhen  consulted  on  this  question,  the  VAT  Committee  took  the 
view  that  the  method  of  calculation  provided  for  in Article  26  did  not 
preclude  determination  of  the  margin  not  for  each  transaction  but  for 
all  transactions  on  the  basis  of  the  same  formula  during  a  specific 
period. 
- Transactions  to  be  regarded as for  the direct benefit of  the traveller 
The  question  arose  as  to  whether  certain  costs  borne  by  the  travel 
agent  in providing  tr·avel  facilities should  be  cegarde-:i  as  transactions 
which  are  "for·  the  direct  benefit  of  the  tr·aveller·".  ·;he  case  in 
question  was  the  following  :  a  tour  ope1'ator  ·=stablished  in  a  He:ober 
State sells  among  other  things,  tours  undertak.::n  in  that  M·~mber  St3.te. 
To  sell  those  tours  to  toudsts  from  other  Merr:ber  Sta _es,  ·~he  operator 
uses  the  services  of  travel  agents  based  there,  paying  the~  a 
percentage  of  the  price  of  each  tour  sold_  Sh·: uld  ::.he  agent's 
commission,  which  is  taxed  in  the  country- in  which  h·~  is  established, 
be  regarded  as  a  transaction  for  the  direct  b~nefit  of  the  traveller 
and  be  deducted,  for  the  purpose  of  calculating  the  margin,  from  the 
total amount  to be  paid  by  that  traveller,  thereby  reducing  the  taxable 
margin  by  a  cor::'esponding  amount  ?  If not,  should that tax be  refunded 
to  him  on  the  basis of  the Eighth Directive  ? Article  26C2l  stipulates  that  the  taxable  mal~gin  is  the  diffel~ence 
between  the total  arnc.unt  to be  p.:.id  by  tht:  tcavo:ller,  ~xclusive of  VAT, 
anJ  the  actual  cost  to  the  travel  agef.t  of  supplies  and  services 
provided  by  other  taxable persons  where  these  trarisactions are  for  the 
direct  benefit  of  the  traveller.  Only  a  broad  interpretation  of 
Article  26  could,  therefore,  lend support  to  the view that the services 
rendered  by  an  agency  to  a  tour  operator  in  prospecting  for potential 
customers  are  for  the  direct  benefit  of  the  traveller  and  are 
accordingly  to be deducted  from  the  taxable  amount. 
Consulted  on  this  matter,  a  majority  of  the  Committee  took  the  view 
that  the  agency's  remuneration  was  not  to  be:  deducted  for  the  purpose 
of  calculating  the  tour  operator's  margin.  Furthermore,  it  was  not 
necessary  to  apply  the  Eighth  Directive  in  this  case,  since  the 
remuneration has  to be  exempted  under Article 15<14). 
- Package  which  includes a  transaction carried out directly by  the  travel 
agent 
The  Committee  considered  that,  wht:t~e  travel  packages  include  amounts 
representing a  reroun~ration for  ~:ransactions in respect of  ~~:hich agents 
are  to  be  taxtd  sep<..rately  in  e;nother  Member  State  las  hotel  owr:ers, 
for  exarrtple>,  such  amounts  should  not  be  taken  into  account  in 
determining  th·2  margin. 
C.  Other problems  t·datin·_;_ to t:,e applic.J.tion  •.•f  AI··._icle  2<:. 
The  VAT  Committee  also  examintd  two  :::.pecial  cases  involving  the 
application of Article  26  :  Lhe  hi~i~J of villas,  and  the organization of 
language-study trips. 
0.  Cur.·ent pr )CeedLJgs  un ler Ardcle  l pc;· 
Pro·:eedings were  insti;.uted under Article  169  ag;;:,.inst  ti.ree  r.ember  State::. 
in respect of  the  a;>pl.,catiOtl or Act:>.:le  2{..  Th•:-y  were  O.:OII~t.r-ned whh 
- failure to apply  Art~cle 1,>(2)  Co.:h.:-.r·ging  JAT  c:.  all s:_pplh:s  and n•)t  on 
the  margin>  c.r1d  t~.ation  of  ajen<:.ies  (l.;~lich  !·iave  n•_ither  their  head 
office nor  a  permaneilt  establishmer:t witt.in  the territory <•f  the  Mt:'mber 
State  concern~d;  · 
44 - exemption  of  services  supplied  by  travel  agents  in  respect  of 
transactions in Spain; 
- the  arrangements  for  the  commission  paid  by  a  tour  operator  to  travel 
agents in other Kember  States. 
-This last question was  examined  by  the  VAT  Committee  C  see point B above  : 
calculation of the margin  - transactions to be  regarded as for the direct 
benefit of the traveller). 
45 PARI  III 
DIRECTIVES  PROPOSED  OR  ADOPTED  ON  THE  BA~HS OF  THE  SD:TH  DIRECTIVE 
A number of articles in the Sixth  Direct~ve provide  that the  Commission will 
lay  before  the  Council  proposals  for  resolving  certain  matters  left  in 
abeyance  or  for  clarifying  the  implementing  arrangements  for  certain 
provisions. 
The  First  Report  mentioned  the  proposals  that  were  being  drawn  up  or 
examined  by  the  Council  at  the  time  of  its publication.  In  the  meantime, 
some  of  them  have  been  transmitted  to  the  Council  while  others  have  already 
been  adopted.  This  part  or  the  report  will,  therefot·e,  look  at  how  the 
situation has  evolved  in the period since  publicatio~ of the First Report. 
In  the  interests  of  clarity,  the  different  proposals  for·  directives  have 
been divided  into three ce:.tegories 
1.  Dir~ctives  detetmining  the  scope  of  certain  exemptions  in  respect.  of 
international  transact~ons; 
2.  Directives aimed at abc.lishir;g double  taxation; 
3.  Othtr directives. amending  or  suppl·~menting the  Si:.:th  Dir~ctiv~. 
46 CHAPTER  I 
Directives  determining  the  scope  QL_ certain  exemptions  in  respect  of 
international transactions 
A number  of directives have  been  adopted as regards  exemptions  in respect of 
internafional  transactions.  Some  of  them  have  been  amended  or  are  at 
present  the subject of proposals for amendments. 






In  determining  the  scope  of  Article  14C1 l (dl  as  regards  exemption  from 
VAT  on  the final  importation of certain goods,  the Directive  (1),  adopted 
on  28  March  198.3,  is  closely  linked  to  the  Community  arrangements  for 
exemptions  from  customs  duties  instituted  by  Council  Regulation  CEEC) 
n°918/8.3  (2).  It grants exemptions  notably  in respect of  the  importation 
of goods  by  persons moving  from  a  third country,  the  importation of goods 
acquired  by  inheritance,  school  outfits,  scholastic  materials  and  other 
scholastic effects,  and  capital goods  and  other equipment  imported on  the 
transfer  of  activities.  It was  amended  in  1985,  with  the  quantity  of 
fuel  admitted  tax-free  in  standard  fuel  tanks  of  passenger  transport 
vehic  1 es  travelling  within  the  Community  being  raised  from  200  to  600 
litres  C3l.  A proposal  was  sent  to  the  Council  on  10  July  1986  likewise 
with  a  view  to  raising  to  600  litres  the quantity  of  fuel  that  could  be 
admitted  tax-free  in  fuel  tanks  of  commercial  motor  vehicles  which  make 
trips between  Member  States for  the carriage of goods  <4).  A proposal  for 
a  Directive  C5>  amending  for  the  third  time  Directive  8.3/181/EEC  was 
transmitted  to  the  Council  on  9  February  1987  in  order  to  take  accow1t, 
among  other things,  of certain amendments  to Regulation  CEEC>  n°918/8.3. 
Directive 83/181/EEC;  OJ  n°L  105  of  23  April  198.3,  p.  38 
OJ  n°L  105  of 23  April  19831  p.  1 
Directive  85/346/EEC;  OJ  n°L  183  of 16  July  1985 
OJ  n°C  183  of 22  July  i986,  p.  8 
OJ  n°C  .53  of  28  Februal.:y  1987,  p.  ,9 
47 2.  Directive  on  tax  exemptions  within  the  Corumunitv  for  certain  means  Qf.. 
transport temporarily  im20~~  into one  Member  State frmu  another 
The  purpose  of  this Directive,  which  was  also  adopted  on  28  March  1983, 
is to eliminate the obstacles to the  free movement  of vehicles registered 
in a  particular Member  State  (1).  It failed  though  to tackle a  number  of 
contraints  that  individuals  in  the  Community  find  difficult  to  accept. 
In order  to  improve  the situation while,  at the  same  time,  responding  to 
the conclusions of the Fontainebleau European Council  and  of the Adonnino 
Comati ttee,  the  Commission  on  4  February  1987  proposed  a(Dendments  to  the 
Directive  in the  following areas  :  re-hire of private vehicles,  extension 
of  the  period of  temporary  importation  in  the  case  of  business  ties  in 
another  Member  State,  extension  of  the  exemption  to  persons  other  than 
the  person  who  has  temporarily  imported  the  vehicle,  company  cars, 
. students  (2),  immobilization  abroad,  short-term  hire,  private  vehicles 
which  have  been  irretrievably  damaged,  infringements  and  sanctions,  and 
arbitration.  The  proposed  amendments  are currently being  examined  within 
the Council. 
3.  Dirf~ctive on  tax -~~-ions  opplic,ib.Lt;_l&~.rcmantnt imports from  a  Member 
SJ"..!J_1.~..tJJ~;onau  roperty of individua.is 
This  Directive  (3),  adopted  on  28  March  1983,  concerns,  among  other 
things,  the  importation of personal  property  : 
i>  in connection with  a  transfer of residence  from  one  Member  State to 
another; 
iil on  marriage; 
iii>  acquird by  inheritance and 
iv>  in connection with the furnishing of a  secondary residence 
LJhen  adopting  the  Directive,  the  Council  undertook  to  adopt  before 
1  January  1986  provisions  permitt.in·;J  a  substantial  relaxation  of  the 
forr•,ali ties relating  t(•  the  Jranti!i9  ·:>f  the  tax  exemptions  agreed  on.  A 
proposal  along  these  lines  (4),  which  is  also  in  keeping  with  the 
conclusions  of  the  rui___b2k.  Committee  on  a  People's  Europe  and  with  the 
LJhite  Paper  action  programme,  was  sent  to  the  Council  on  16  December 
1986. 
{1)  Directive 83/182/EEC;  OJ  n°L  105  of  23  April  1983,  p.  59 
C2>  The  amendments  are designed to clarify the previous text,  in line with 
the  judgment by  the C'>urt  of Justice  in Case  249/84 Profant 
(3)  Directive 83/183/EEC;  OJ  n°L  105  of 23  April  1983,  p.  64 
C4)  OJ  n°C  5  of 9  January  1987,  p.  2 
48 The  proposal  is  desig.-,ed  t·)  incorporate  improvements  as  regards  the 
p~riods  of  use  pre:s.;dbed  by  th~  Directive..  certain  obligations 
subsequent  to  importation,  quantitative  liridts  on  (.ertain  goods  subject 
to  excis~  duties,  the  inver,tory  of  goods,  proof  of  former  residence, 
removals  involving  a  number  of  operations,  .secondary  residences,  and 
presents  given  on  the  occa::..ion  o1:  a  marriage.  It is  currently  under 
examination within  the Council. 
4.  Scvt?nteenth  Dir•.:£tive  conce!·ning _  ex•<~PtimL  from  VAT  on  truL_ temporary 
import  at  ioa of g.)ods  QJ.her  tl1an  means  _of  tr·ansport 
On  the  basis of Article  14<1J(c)  of  the Sixth Directive,  this Directive, 
which  was  adopted  by  the  Coun~il  on  16  July  1985,  conc~rns  the 
"importation  of  goods  declared  to  be  under  temporary  importation 
arrangements,  which  tht:reby qualify  fo1~  exemption  from  customs duties,  or 
which  would  so  quality it they  we1·e  impor·ted  from  a  third  country"  ( 1). 
It  covers,  therefore,  a  wide  range  of  goods  that  will  now  qualify  for 
exemption when  temporarily  imported  fc,r  a  period of  less than  twenty-four 
months  and  provided  they  remain  the  property  of  a  p~:rson  established 
outside  the  Memb·~r Sta: e  of  importation. 
* 
•  * 
<1>  OJ  n°  L  192  of  24  JulJ 1985,  p.  :o 
49 Directives aimed at abolishing double taxation 
:\.  T~xable persons  Seventh  Dir~ctlvt"-
This  proposal  tor  a  Directive,  wt.~ch  was  sent  to  the  Council  on 
11  January  1978  and  am~nded  in  May  1979,  sets  out  to  establish  a  common 
system  of  value  added  tax  to  be  applied  to  works  of  art,  collector's 
items,  antiques  and used  goods  sold by  taxable persons;  the  aim  being  to 
abolish any  residual  tax  in  intra-Community trade. 
from  the 
and  tax 
In  it, 
The  First  Report  underscored  :he  seri·~us  consequences 
jurisdictional  point  of  view  as  well  as  for  competition 
harn••)nization  that  failure  to  agree  on  the  proposal  would  have. 
the  Commission  urged  the Council  to take a  decision soon. 
Budgetary  obstacles  ir,  some  Memb~r  States  and  political  obstacles  in 
othE-rs  applying  more  favourable  arrangements,  notably  to  works  of  art, 
have  so farprevented the proposal  from  being adopted  (1l. 
£.  Individuals  :  Si:::tee1L1;h  Direc:tive 
The  proposal  for  a  Sixteenth  Dire.;tive,  se11t  to  the  Council  on  23  July 
1984  (2)  and  amended  on  25  March  1984  <3),  is  designed  to  do  away  with 
double  taxation in the case of used  01··  second-hand  goods  on  which  VAT  has 
been  finally  paid  and  thereby  to  abdish  the  c.ases  of  double  taxation 
still existing in  intr.:·-Community  trade. 
-------------
; 1 > ThE:  Coromh.sion ui  thdrt:w  this prop•-•sal  on  1 i  Nc.verober  1937.  It plans to 
ser.d  a  new  prop. n;;al  tl  the Counc 1::.  shortly. 
(2)  OJ  ~oc 226  of  23  Augalt  198~,  p.  2 
(3)  COM:86)163  final 
50 !he Commission  amended  its proposal  e:-<tensh•ely  ir"t  1 ine  u.li th Parliament  • s 
wish  that  its scope  be  t.lidened  and  procedur·~s  slmplifi-2d.  !he  amended 
proposal  provid~s  f•-•l  general  exemption  arrangements  applicable  to 
imports  by  individuals of  goods  on  which  Cvt(rrounity  VA!  has  been  charged, 
except  in exceptional  cases  that  c.re  spelt out  <goods  deemed  to  be  new, 
valuable  goods  and  vehicles  not  ,;,or~  than  four  years  old>.  Frontier 
compensation arrangements are prop"sed for  such goods,  which are excluded 
froa:  the  exemption  arra1lgements. 
The  proposal  takes account  of  the  jud,;rme11t  given  by  the  Court  of  Justice 
on  5  Hay  1982  in  case  15/81  Gaston  Schul,  which  was  refert•ed  to  in  the 
First Report  (1). 
Since  then,  other  judgments  by  the  co·1.1rt  have  clarified,  in line with the 
broad  interpretation  placed  on  it by  the  Commission,  the  principles  set 
out  in the first judgment  : 
- Ca.St!  El./83 
In  its  5udgment  of  11  De·;ember  1984  in  Case  134/83  Abbir1k  <  2),  the 
Court  ruled  that  the  present  stage  of  Community  harmonization  did  not 
preclude a  Member  Stc.te  from  prohibiting one of its residenc.s  to use  on 
its  territory  motor  vehicles  adruitted  under  temporary  importation 
arrangements.  It ha3  made  it clear  thou•Jh  th:tt,  if  that  !1ember  E-tate 
claimed  VA!  0.1  such  a  vehicle,  t;:..xation  must  take  place  having  due 
rt:gard to  the  princi;.>les laid do  •  .,n  in  the  Gaston  Schul  judgment; 
- Case  47/84 
In  its  judgment  of  21  Hay  1985  in  Case  47/84  Gaston  Schul  <3>,  the 
Court  ruled  that VAT  charged  by  a  Member  State  on  the  importation  from 
another Member  State of  goods  supplied by  a  private  p~rson when  VAT  was 
not  charged  on  the  supply  by  a  private  person  within  the  territory  of 
the  Member  State of  importation must  be  calculated  in such  a  way  as  to 
take  account  of  the  VA!  paid  in  the  Member  State  of  exportatior.  and 
still  included  in  th•.!  value of  the  product  on  importation. 
(1)  See page  75  of  the First Report 
(2)  [1984}  ECR  4097 
C3J  Not  yet published;  OJ  n°C  144 of  13  June  1985,  p.  4 
51 Again  accordi11g  to  this  judgment,  that  amount  is  equal,  in  cases  in 
which  the  value  of  the  goods  has  decreas~d  between  the  date  on  which 
VAT  was  last charged  in  tht:  Member  State of exportation and  the date of 
importation,  tu  the e..:oount  of  VAT  a•:tualh  paid  in  th~ Member  State of 
exportation,  l~ss a  f  ~rc;entage  repr~:-sentir,J  the  proportion  by  which  the 
go•)dS  have  depr-eciat·.:!d;  in  caseE>  ir.  which  the  value  of  the  goods  has 
in.;reased over  that same  period, it is equal  to  the  full  an•ount  of  the 
VAI  actually paid  in  the  Member  f.tate  of  ~xportation; 
- Case 39/85 
In  its  judgment  of  23  January  1986  in  Case  39/85  (1)  the  Court  ruled 
that "for  the  purposes  of  applying  Article  95  of  the  EEC  rreaty  where 
value  added  ta>:  is levied on  the  importation of  goods  by  a  non-taxable 
person,  no  distinction should  be  rna :ie  ac<.ordin·:l  tc•  whether  or  not  the 
tr·ansaction  giving  rise  to  the  imp•)rtation  wa.:.  effected  for  valuable 
consideration". 
The  Commission  published  in  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communities  on  21  January  1986  C2>  a  communication  about  the  Court's 
decisions of  5  Hay  1982  and  21  Hay  1985  (the  Gaston  Schul  cases>.  In 
it,  the  Commission set out the conclusion which it had  drawn  from  these 
cases and  drew  the pt.blics'  attention to its policy  in this matter.  It 
also stressed  •:hat  it.  was  watching  with farticular at  :;entic•n  to  ensure 
tt.at  the  Cour~'  s  de .:is  ions  in  this  field  were  applied  by  nati•)nal 
administrations. 
Thls ruling,  dt!rived  from Article  9~\  of tl1e  Tr•:aty,  we~ not  imruediat:ely 
implemented  in roost  l-':ember  Stat.:.;  H&d  ha~.  still not  b~en f:Jlly  applied 
in  some  of  them.  .\ccordingly,  the  Col.;missj _,n  has  been  oblige..t  to 
initiate a  certain m  ... nber  c·f  pro~edures u .. der /1rticle  169. 
C1)  Not  yet  P'•blish~d in the European Court  Re: orts; 
OJ  n°C  77  of  5  April  1986,  p.  B 
(2)  OJ  n°C  13  of 21  January  1986,  p.  2 
52 CHAPTER  III 
Other directives amending  or supplementing the _Sixth  Directive 
A.  Directives adopted 
1.  Tenth Directive of 31  July 1984 
of movable  tangible property 
Application of  VAT  to the hiring out 
As  indicated in  the previous chapter  cPart  II,  Chapter  III>,  the Tenth 
Directive  (1)  is  intended  to  preclude  non-taxation  in  the  case  of  the 
hiring out of movable  tangible property by  providing that the place of 
taxation  for  such  transactions  is  the  Member  State  in  which  the 
customer  is  established.  In  accordance  with  the  general  principle 
laid  down  in  Article  9C1 >,  the  means  of  transport  excluded  from  the 
scope of the Directive are still to be  taxed at the place at which  the 
supplier is established. 
2.  Thirteenth  DirectiV·!  of  17  Nov.:>ml.~e..,r,___'-'19'-'8=6.,__.:.-.:;l<,_,e=f=u=n=d~(·f  VAl"  to  ta;.able 
persons  in third co,.mtrie!i_  c  2 > 
Pursuant  to  this Directive,  the  principle  of  VAT  refunds  for  ta,.:able 
persons  not  established  in  the  terri  tory  of  the  Comrcuni ty  will  become 
compulsory as from  1  January  1988,  Member  States will,  however,  still 
be  free  to determine  the arrrangements for submitting applications and 
for  making ·refunds,  although  the  latter  may  not  be  granted  under 
conditions  more  favourable  than  those  applied  to  Commurtity  ta::able 
persons.  In  addition,  Member  States  '..vill  be  abh  to  make  refunds 
conditional  on observance of the principle of  reciprc•city. 
The  proposal,  which  was  sent  to  the  Counc  1  on  19  July  1982  and 
amended  in  July  1  983,  was  adopted  only  after  1 eilgthy  discuss  ions 
within  the  Council  made  necessary  in  particular  by  the  fact  that  no 
agreement  could  be  reached  on  a  . list  of  i  ~ems  oi  exp·~ndi  ture  not 
eligible for a  refw1d. 
(1)  OJ  n°L  208  of 3  August  1984,  p.  58 
(2)  OJ  n°L  326 of  21  November  1986,  p.  40 






1.  Proposal  fru:__a_ Twc-_lfth_ Directive  on  ~xpenditure  not  eligible  for 
deduction of VAT 
This  proposal,  which  was  laid  before  the  Council  on  25  January  1983 
(1)  and  amended  on  20  February  1984  <2>  has  not  yet  been  adopted  by 
the  Council.  Some  delegations  feel  that  the  exclusions  provided  for 
are  too  wide-ranging,  while  others  are  opposed  to  its very  purpose  in 
spite of the mandatory nature or Article  17C6>  of the Sixth Directive. 
2.  proposal  ~-ill.._  Eighteenth  Directive  on  .t.hg_ abolition  of  certain 






On  4  December  1984  the  Commission  sent  to  the  Council  a  proposal  for 
an  Eighteenth  VAT  Directive  on  the  abolition  of  certain  d~rogations 
provided for  in Article 28(3)  of Directive  77/388/EEC  <3>. 
The  Economic  and  Social  Ccmmittee  endorsed the proposal  on  3  July  1985 
( 4) ..  While  Parliament,  which  is  amenable  to  the  principle  underlying 
the proposal,  put  forward  a  number  of  amendments  in  its opinion dated 
6  April  1987  r5>.  In  essence,  the amendments  consist of  changes  to the 
proposed  timetable for abolishing  the derogations and  of  t~e inclusion 
in  the  proposal  of  a  number  of  derogations  that  Pari iament  feels 
should be discontinued with  a  view  to  the  removal  of  tax  frontiers  by 
31  December  1992. 
n°C  37 of 10  February 1983.  p.  8 
n°C  56  of  29  February  1904,  p.  7 
n°C  347  of  29  December  1984,  p.  3 
n°C  218  of  29  August  1985,  p.  11 






Parliament  also  sou3ht  to  ret~  in  th~  derogation  provided  for  in 
Article  28(3) re>  given  the  lack  ,~,f  pro-;wess  in  adopting  Community 
arrangements  for  works  of  art,  collector's  items,  antiques  and  used 
goods. 
The  Commission  incor·porated  most  :..f  the  amendments  sought  into  its 
amending  pr-opc·sal,  ~,o.Jhich  was  t: ·an:.mi tted  to  the  Council  on  25  June 
1987  (1).  As  regards  abolition  )f  the  d€t'Ogation  for  transactions  in 
gold other  than  gold for  industrial  u.;e,  the  Commission,  following  the 
objections  raised  b:;  Parliament,  c ~·ncluded  that  this  question  sh(:Uld 
be  re-examined  in  greate~'  depth.  This  der.:,~ati·:m  was,  thet~ef  ore, 
r2tained for  the  time  being. 
All  the derogations will,  in any  event,  have  to  be  discontinued with a 
view  to the  removal  of  tax  frontiers  by  31  December  1992. 
:::.  Propo:~;al  tor  g_ Ninetee;<th__ Direct,lvt:  amet",ding  and  __  making  ce~tain 
L:npr·oveu:ents  to the  coiTI!.non  system  (•f  VAT 
On  5  December  1984  the  Commission  transmitt.-~d  to  the  Council  its 
proposal  for  a  Nineteenth  Directive  on  the  hacmonization  0f  the  laws 
of  the  Member  States  relating  ::o  turnover  taxes,  aruendin~  Directive 
77/388/EEC  - .:ommon  ;;ystem  of ve::lu-:- added  tax  f2). 
The  Economic  c:nd  Social  Co•c1mi ttee  ~rtd Pad  iaroent  endol·sed  1..he  prop(• sal 
on  3  July  1925  t:::)  and  6  April  1.187  (1,)  res,~·ecti'Jely,  sJbject  to  a 
number of  amendments. 
In  its amendL.g  prorvsal,  sent  to  the  Co:_;t-.cil  on  6  Jdy  i  '.  37  ( 5>,  the 
Commission  included  one  amendment  that  :·,ad  b.:::en  pro1= :•sed  by  both  the 
institutions  consul ted  u.Jith  a  viec;  t0  d,:::letil·Lg  from  the  text  of  the 
proposal  the  exemr:·tion  prc.visior.s  ;::,pplyik;J  t(J  ar-tistL output,  that  is 
to  say,  deliveries of  works  of  art  by  the  artist  wiK  crec.ted  thet.1  as 
well  as  the  services  of  theat~·ic:l  artis.ts,  author.:.,  cu:t·,pos.ers  and 
writers.  Accordingly,  all  thes~  a~tiviti2s will,  in ?rinciple,  remain 
liable to VAT . 
.. ___ 
C0M(87)272  final 
OJ  n°C  347  of  29  December  1 '184,  p,  c; 
~· 
OJ  n°C  218  of  2?  Augu,;t  1985,  p.  12 
OJ  n°C  12':"·  of  1 i  May  i987,  p.  15 
COli< 87) 315  final lJi th  regard  to  authcrs,  artists  an.:l  performers  of  works  of  art,  the 
Comroissiun  agreed,  by way  of comproroise,  to retain the present text of 
point  2  in Anrtex  F  of the Sixth Directive,  which allows  a  transitional 
derogation  from  the principle of  taxation. 
4.  Pcoposal  fot•  ri  Dlt·e•~tive oa  the  __  sped~l scheme  applicable  to small  and 
l!l!'dim11-s)  :!e<L~y_s_li!.~>es 
On  the  basis ·of  the  report  it sent  to  the  Council  in  November  1983 
( 1 >  ,  the  Commission  proposed  ~o  the  Counc i 1  on  9  Octcber  1986  a 
Directive aimed at simplifying and  celaxing the arrangements for small 
and  medium-sized businesses  (2). 
The  proposal  deals  with  two  particular  points,  viz.  the  exemption 
arrangements and  a  simplified scheme. 
The  exemption arrangements provide  for a  compulsory  exemption  fixed at 
10  000  ECU  and  an optional  exemption of  35  000  ECU. 
The  proposal  also  allows  small  businesses  likely  to  qualify  for  the 
exemption arrangements  to opt for  the simplified scheme. 
The  simplified  sche1o~e  is concerned  with  the  accounti1:g  prc•cedur·es  for 
small  and  med.:.um-si~ed  bu~-iness~:::s  1.d th an  annual  turn-)ver of less  than 
150  000  ECU.  It in.-:ludes  simplification measures  having  a  bearin~ on 
the  chargeabl~  event  and  the  right  to  deduct,  whic:1  it brings  .aore 
closely  into  lin2 w::th  cor.werci':ll  ,:ora·:ti-:cs  L-gesrdiilJ  the  charginJ  vf 
the  pri•::e  c,r,j  the  payrnei'lt  of  s· r-·plie:··s,  and  on  the  frequenC,>'  of 
returns,  which  are  to  be  sent  in  ... :ftnually  with  advan·::e  pa:~ments being 
made. 
Under  the  siwplified  scheme,  Mem!  ... er  St"ttes  iuay  al~-:;.  introduce,  for 
<:ertain  grouf.'s  of  taxable  persons  whos?  pm··.;hases  ar~  :::-uf .ric iefttly 
!toroo.;J~tv.ous  in  relc-tic.i.  to  thel.r  '!_!!'•··.~·''  ·•':  f'at·-'::t  per..:ent&ges  for 
o-.. 1·-,:l;.  .. in(J  c':-(iw·t:!'  ~e VA"':  as a  pr.~·porti-:•n of  thdr  turnov~r. 
(1)  CCMC83)748  final 
(2)  OJ  n°C  272  of  28  October 1986,  p.  1~ 
56 Member  States  may,  however,  retain  the  special  schemes  fc•r·  small  and 
raedium-sized  busine:''ses  in  accordartce  with  Al tic.le  ;>4  provided  these 
oPe  ruor·<2  favvurabl.~  thar.  the  proposed  sch.:-roe  and  provided  Member 
States  receive  Coun.;il  authorLati.)n  in  accordance  with  a  prescribed 
consul tc.tion  proced•_,re. 
i':ONCLTJSION 
During  the  period  covered  by  this  report,  the  Commission  has  pressed 
ahead with its efforts to establish a  more  uniform  VAT  system. 
JJithin  the  framework  of  the  directives  already  adopted,  the  work  of 
the  VAT  Committee  has  made  for  sowe  measure  of  agreement  on  a  number 
of  matters  relating  in  particular  to  the  interpretation  of  the  Sixth 
Directive  and,  as  a  result,  has  led  to  the  adoption  of  majority 
guidelines on  provisions as  importd.nt  as  those  c.oncerrting  liability to 
tax  in respec.t  of certain services,  the place of taxation for supplies 
l.·f  services,  th~  taxable  aDour.t,  the  t1eatmen:  of  subsidies, 
.::xempti<)fiS,  a;td  the  special  sch.:!me  for  tr·avel  agents. 
Th·~  VAT  Commi ~tee h.:1s  als•:.  been  ccnsul tej on  ·::.  numbec  of  )Ccasion3  by 
Member  3tates  under'  Article  29(!.)  of  th~  3ixth  L:irective  set~ing 
d·~rogations  from  c2rtain  provisi·Jns  o:·  tha  ·  Direc  civ~  relatin·:i  ii'l. 
particular  to  the  .;ingle-taxable-~ntity  conc.::pt,  e;;dusi.)n  from  the 
right  to  ded.1ct  ir~put  tax  foe  cyclic.sl  economic  :··easorts,  and _the 
simplified scheme  f .. -.r  small  bus ine::;ses. 
The  Commission  is  r·le~.sed  co  note  that  the  numb.::r  of  such 
consultations has  fallen  apprecial,ly  cort,par~d  with  ti1e  peciod  covered 
by  the First Repc•rt.  However,  it takes  the  view  thai;  the  work  of  t.he 
VAT  Committee  on  th•;- interpretat:ic•:.  of  C  ... ·tumunity  VAT  provisions  sh•)uld 
be  stepped  up  in  order  to  further  promote  the.::  proce  :.s  of  harmonizing 
the  VAT  base. 
The  Article  27  procedure,  und~r  which  Melt•b~l~  Stat~s  mc.y  ir.trc.-duc.e 
special  meast•l~es  d~rc  ..  :~at:i.ng  from  the  Sixth  Directive  _n  orde1·  to 
simplify  the  proc.ed1  .. re  for·  char·:~in·~  VAT  -:·r  to i-'L'even-..  cer-tain  typ10s  of 
lax  eve..; ion  ;:or  avo  ~dance,  has  bE-en  ii"r,·oked  as  oft  ~n  as  during  the 
r;.'eceeding  pE::'iod.  Al thou'ijh  sot,le  ;.f  thE:  new  r:.-2asure£.  au  ti'"..:.ri2ed  wtder 
this  pr•)Cedur·e  hav(  been  lirr.ited  over  time,  they  still  add  to  the 
number  of  derogations  from  the  common  VAT  system.  ~onseguently,  the 
Commission  wculd  Lke  to  see  i"!err·ber  Scates  invokin';l  this  procedure 
less  fr·~quently,  its  preference  being  for  a  Cornmu:iity  approach  to 
t'esolving problems  tncountered  by  them. A series  of  rulings  given  in  acc.ordance  with  Articles  169  and  177  of 
the Treaty  have  sup;;>len.ent.ed  the  case  lo::iw  established  by  the  court  of 
Justice  and  have  placed  a  Community  int~rpretation on  the  instrumen~s 
concerned,  thereby  helping  to  ~limir·~te  disparities  due  to  the 
divergent application of  the  commo.-,  VAT  .:,ystem. 
The  Comntission  is convinced  the-t  the div.;,r-gences  in  imf,>lementation due 
to  differing  interpretations  of  the  relevant  Community  instruments 
will  be  gradually  remedied,  in  particular  by  pursuing  and  even 
intensifying the dialogue with  Mer.:.ber  States.  However,  it also  firmly 
believes that  the other divergences  in  implementation  stemming,  among 
other things,  from  the derogations provided for  in the Sixth Directive 
should  be  eliminated  in  prepar£tion  for  the  dismantling  of  tax 
frontiers. 
In  addition,  the  Commission  notes  that  some  prcgress  has  be·~n  made 
towat"'<is  harmonization  thr·ough  the  adopti·Xt  of  a  nuwber  of  directives 
by  the  Council.  These  concern  in  particular  the  place  of  supply  for 
the  hiring  out  of  movable  tangible  property,  VAT  refunds  to  taxable 
i:·et•sons  in  thiPd  r;ountries  and  certain  exemptions  on  importation. 
Other  proposals  aimed  at  clarifying  the  prov1s1ons  of  the  Sixth 
Directive,  a':  c.bol ishing  dero•;1ations  Ol'  at  laying  do•  .. m  a  Communi~y 
schewe  for sn.all  anJ  medi Jm-sLed  ousint-.::.se.:;  hav~ in  turn  been sent  to 
the  Council,  which  has  not  ;et  acted  on  thero.  Aware  of  Lheir 
importance  for  th<::- objective  tu  be  , -:hiev.:-d,  th·~  Coli:mission  has 
1.ntentionally  inch~ded  them  ir,  i  ·~s  Whi ~.e  ?aj-•er  action  F l'vgrarome  for 
:ompleting  t!1e  int.-rnal  i>:arket  al  Jngsid·=  the  specific  measures  to  be 
tak~?n  i:1  the  t'un-up  tv  1992. 
* 
* 
Since  completion  of  this  report,  n~11.•  proposals  were  pres  ~nted  tr..  the 
Gouncil  on  7  August  1987.  These  propo:o,als,  alon·:~  11-:ith  those  alr·eady 
being  examin·~d,  set.  out  all  the  :>,easur.~s  which  mu~.::.  be  success:ully 
implemented  ~f the  :onditions lio2C•.:ssary  [or cornpletid·,  of  the  i11t!.rnal 
::1arket  -3re  tr..- b~ mE :. 
:~s  regci~ds VIr  I  the  follo..Jing  r r'•)i •.)sal s  :laVe  ~een ma.Je  : 
- o.  r·roposal  con..:.er  .it1;J  t:1e  api-·l'O .. i[uath·<L  of  .·atE:::o  c: l; 
- a  f>l'v~·osal  in.:;tit.Jtln-:1  a  pro• es:  vf  ~(·:werg~nce of  rate::..  (l) 
c:.  proposal  supplementing  the  c.:.mmon  systerr,  of  value  ajded  ~a~:  and 
amending  the Sixth Directive  (2~. 
A  working  do-:.ument  sent  ::o  the  Council  on  the  same  date  provides  for 
!:he  introduction of  a  VAT  clear in•;,  mech~ti1ism  ~or  inti.'a-Cor.~muni ty sales 
:3).  This  met.hanisn  is  ir.tended  t  .·  ensut·e  th_t  M~rr·b-~·r  St;:,tes  condnue 
:::o  rt-c~ive tf.e  r·e.ve  tUe  tc•  which  tLey  ar12  entj :~led. 
(1)  OJ  n°C  250  of  18  Sept?rober  1987,  p.  2  and  3 
(2l  OJ  n°C  252  of :2  Sept~mber 1987,r.  : 
(31  C0M(87)3~3 finbl  2 
58 The  proposal  for a  Directive on  the  VAT  arrangements applicable  to the 
transport  of  persons  which  was  also  prc>v id~d  for  in  the  !Jh i te  Paper 
action programme,  will  be  sent  to  the Council  at a  later date. 
* 
*  * 
The  Commission  takes  the  view  that  closer  alignment  of  indirect  tax 
rates,  especially  VAT  rates,  is  a  necessary  prerequisite  for 
dismantling  internal  ft•ontiers  within  the  Community  and  for 
establishing  a  Community-wide  market  that  will  operate  as  a  genuine 
national  market.  It would  stress  that  these  objectives  can,  however, 
be  achieved  only  if the  proposals  for  Directives  sent  by  it  to  the 
Council  in  August  1987  under  its  White  Paper  action  prograwme  for 
completing the  internal  market  are adopted.  It expects,  therefore,  to 
receive  the  .support  of  all  the  Cotnmunity  inst-itutions  for  the 
successful  performance  of  this  task,  which  is  in  response  to  the 
policy  decisions  taken  by  the  Heads  of  State  or  Government  of  the 
Member  States  and  to  the  ratifica~ion by  national  parliaments  of  the 
Single European  Act,  which  entered  into force  on  1  July  1S87. Judgments  delivered by  the  Court  of  Justice 
up  to 31  December  1988 
ANNEX 
Although  the  second  report  on  the  application of  the  Sixth  VAT  Directive 
covers  only  the  period up  to 30  June  1987,  the  Commission  feels  that  it 
would  be  expedient  to attach this brief  summary  of  the  recent  judgments 
by  the  Court  of  Justice that  have  a  bearing on  the  report. 
In  its judgment  of  4  February  1988  in  the  Case  391/85  <1>,  the  Court  ruled 
that,  by  in practice  retaining,  under  the  Law  of  31  July  1984,  the  list 
price as  the basis  for  the taxation of  new  saloon  cars  and  estate cars, 
the  Kingdom  of  Belgium  had  failed  to take  the  measures  necessary to  comply 
with  the  Court's  judgment  of  10  April  1984  <see  pages  10  and  26  of  the 
report). 
In its judgment  of  23  February  1988  in  Case  353/85  <2>,  the  Court  held 
that,  by  exempting  from  VAT  supplies of  goods  <e.g.  corrective spectacles 
made  by  registered opticians)  unless  such  goods  were  supplied as  an 
integral  part  and  included  in  the price of  the  service,  the  United  Kingdom 
had  failed to fulfil  its obligations under  Article  13(A)(1)(c)  of  the  Sixth 
Directive  <see  page  32  of  the  report). 
(1)  O.J.  No.  C 63  of  8  March  1988,  p.  5 
(2)  O.J.  No.  C 74  of  22  March  1988,  p.  6 - 2  -
In its  judgment  of  25  February  1988  in  Case  299/86  (reference for  a 
preliminary  ruling)C3>,  the  Court  made  it clear that  the  Gaston  Schul 
and  ensuing  judgments  laid down  the general  principle that  an  individual 
should  not  have  to suffer  double  taxation and  were,  therefore,  also 
applicable even  where  goods  had  been  acquired  from  a  taxable  person. 
It  ruled that  Article 95  of  the  EEC  Treaty must  be  interpreted as  meaning 
that,  upon  the  importation of goods  from  another  Member  State by  an 
individual  which  had  not  qualified for relief on  exportation or  for  tax 
exemption  in the  importing  Member  State,  the  VAT  charged  on  importation 
must  take  into  account  the  residual  amount  of  VAT  paid  in the  exporting 
Member  State and  still included  in  the  value of  the  goods  at  the  time  of 
importation,  so  as  to ensure that  the  residual  amount  of  such  tax  was 
not  included  in the basis of  assessment  and  was  deducted  from  the  VAT 
payable  upon  importation  <see  pages  51  and  52  of  the  report). 
As  regards  penalties,  the  Court  also made  the  point  that  imports  must  be 
accorded  the  same  treatment  as  similar transactions  within the territory 
of  the  country  and  that, accordingly,  national  legislation which  penalized 
more  severely offences  involving  payment  of  VAT  on  domestic  transactions 
was  incompatible  with  Article  95  of  the  EEC  Treaty  in  so  far  as  that 
difference  was  disproportionate to the difference  between  the  two  categories 
of  offences. 
In  its  judgment  of  3  March  1988  in  Case  252/86  (reference for  a  preliminary 
ruling)  (4),  the  Court  held that  Article  33  of  the  Sixth  Directive  was 
to  be  interpreted as  meaning  that, as  from  the  introduction of  the  common 
system of  VAT,  Member  States  were  no  longer  entitled to  impose  on  the 
supply of goods,  the  provision of  services or  imports  liable to  VAT  taxes, 
duties or  charges  which  could  be  characterized as  turnover  taxes  but  that 
a  charge  which,  although  providing  for different  amounts  according  to the 
characteristics of  the  taxed article,  is assessed exclusively on  the  basis 
of  the  placing  thereof  at  the  disposal  of  the  public,  without  in fact  taking 
account  of  the  income  which  could  be  earned  thereby,  may  not  be  regarded  as 
a  charge  which  can  be  characterized  as  a  turnover  tax. 
<3>  O.J.  No.  C 74  of  22.3.1988,  p.  13 
(4)  O.J.  No.  C 78  of  25.3.1988,  p.  4 - 3  -
In  its  judgment  of  8  March  1988  in  Case  102/86  (reference for  a  pre-
liminary  ruling)  <5>,  the  Court  held that  the  exercise  by  the  Apple 
and  Pear  development  Council  of  its functions  pursuant  to Article 3 
of  the  Apple  and  Pear  Development  Council  Order  1980,  S.I.  No  623  <as 
amended  by  the  Apple  and  Pear  Development  Council  (Amendment)  Order 
1980,  S.I.  No  2001>  and  the  imposition on  growers  pursuant  to  Article 
9(1)  of  an  annual  charge  for  the  purpose of  enabling the  Development 
Council  to meet  administrative  and  other  expenses  incurred or  to be 
incurred  in the  exercise of  such  functions  did  not  constitute "the 
supply  of  •••••••••••  services effected for  consideration"  within  the 
meaning  of  Article  2  of  the  Sixth  Directive  <see  page  17  of  the  report). 
In its judgment  of  8  March  1988  in  Case  165/86  <reference  for  a  pre-
liminary  ruling)  <6>,the  Court  ruled that,  where  an  employer  who  was 
subject  to the  rules  on  VAT,  by  agreement  with  one  of  his  employees 
and  another  taxable person  <a  supplier>,  had  goods  supplied at  his  own 
expense  to that  employee  who  used  them  exclusively for  the  purposes 
of  the  employer's  business  and  the  employer  received  from  the  supplier 
invoices  for  those  goods  charging  VAT  on  them,  the  provisions  of 
Article  11(1)(a)  of  the  Second  Directive  and  of  Article  17C2>Ca)  of 
the  Sixth  Directive  must  be  interpreted as  meaning  that  the  employer 
could  deduct  the  VAT  thus  charged  to him  from  the  VAT  which  he  was 
liable to pay  <see  page  39  of  the  report). 
In  its judgment  of  24  May  1988  in  Case  122/87  (7),  the  Court  ruled  that, 
by  exempting  from  VAT  the  services  provided  by  veterinary  surgeons  in 
the  exercise of  their profession,  the  Italian Republic  had  failed to 
fulfil  its obligations  under  the  Sixth  Directive  <see  pages  31  to 33  of 
the  report). 
<5>  O.J.  No.  C 89  of  6  April  1988,  p.  8 
- <6>  O.J.  No.  C 90  of  7  April  1988; p.  5 
(7)  O.J.  No.  C 156  of  15  June  1988,  p.  5 - 4  -
In its  judgment  of  21  June  1988  in  Case  415/85  <8>,  the  Court  ruled that, 
by  continuing'to apply  a  zero  rate of  VAT  to supplies of electricity 
included  in  item  <xx)(a)  of  the  Finance  Act  1985  in  so  far  as  it was  not 
supplied to final  consumers,  Ireland  had  contravened the provisions  of 
the  Sixth  Directive. 
In  its  judgement  of  21  June  1988  in  Case  416/85  (9),  the  Court  held that, 
by  continuing to apply  a  zero  rate of  VAT 
to supplies to  industry of  water  and  sewerage  services  (emptying 
of  cesspools  and  septic  tanks)  including  in  Group  2  of  Schedule 
S to the  Value  Added  Tax  Act  1983,  in  so  far  as  they  were  not 
supplied  to final  consumers, 
to news  services  included  in Group  6,  in  so  far  as  they  were  not 
provided to final  consumers, 
to supplies  of  fuel  and  power  including  in  Group  7  and  protective 
boots  and  helmets  included  in Group  17,  in so  far  as  they  were  not 
supplied  to final  consumers, 
to  the provision  of  goods  and  services  included  in  Group  8  in  relation 
to the  construction of  industrial  and  commercial  buildings  and  to 
community  and  civil engineering  wordks,  in so  far  as  they  were  not 
provided to final  consumers, 
the  United  Kingdom  had  contravened  the  provisions  of  the  Sixth  Directive. 
In  a  judgment  of  21  June  1988  in  Case  257/86  <10),  the  Court  held that, 
by  adopting  and  maintaining  in  force  legislation under  which  exemption 
from  VAT  was  not  granted  in  respect  of all  imports  of  free  samples  of 
low  value  and  which  lacked  clarity and  precision  with  regard to the 
exemption  of  certain  imports  of  such  samples,  the  Italian Republic  had 
failed to fulfil  its obligations  under  Article 14  of  the  Sixth  Directive 
<see  pages  36  to 38  if the  report). 
(8)  O.J.  No.  C 190  of  19  July  1988,  p.  11 
<9>  O.J.  No.  C 190  of  19  July  1988,  p.  11 
<10>  O.J.  No.  C 190  of  19  Jut~ 1988,  p.  12 - 5 -
In its judgment  of  28  June  1988  in  Case  3/86  <11),  the  Court  of Justice 
ruled that,  by  fixing  in  relation to  VAT  under  the flat-rate  scheme  for 
farmers  the flat-rate  compensation  percentages at  15  X and  then  14  X 
for  the beef,pigmeat and  unconcentrated  and  unsugared  fresh  milk  sectors 
from  1981  and  1983  respectively and  by  providing that  flat-rate  compen-
sation percentages  should  apply  to supplies  and  services  intended  for 
flat-rate farmers,  the  Italian Republic  had  failed to fulfil  its 
obligations  under  the  Tre_aty  and  Article. 25<3>,  <5>  and  (8)  of  the  Sixth 
Directive. 
In  its two  judgments  of  5  July  1988  in Cases  269/86 and  289/86  (references 
for  preliminary  rulings)  <12>,  the  Court  ruled that  Article  2  of  the 
Sixth  Directive  had  to be  interpreted as  meaning  that  no  liability to 
VAT  arose  upon  the  unlawful  supply of  drugs  effected for  consideration 
within the  country  in  so far  as  the  products  in question  were  not  confined 
within economic  channels strictly controlled by  the  competent  authorities 
for  use  for  medical  and  scientific purposes  <see  page  17  of  the  report>. 
In  its judgment  of  6  July  1988  in  Case  127/86  (references  for  a  preliminary 
ruling)  <13>,  the  Court  ruled that  the Sixth  Directive prevented  a  Member 
State  from  levying  VAT  on  a  motor  vehicle  which  was  owned  by  an  employer 
established in another  Member  State  where  VAT  had  been  paid  and  which  was 
used  by  a  frontier-zone  worker  residing  in the  first  Member  State for  the 
performance  of  his duties  under  his  contract of  employment  and,  secondarily, 
for  leisure  purposes  <see  pages  36  to 38  of  the  report). 
<11)  O.J.  No.  C 199  of  29  July  1988,  p.  9 
<12)  O.J.  No.  C 211  of  11  August  1988,  p.  4 
(13)  O.J.  No.  C 211  of  11  August  1988,  p.  6 - 6  -
In its  judgment  of  12  July  1988  in  Joined  Cases  138  and  139/86 
<reference  for  a  preliminary  ruling)  (14),  the  court  held that: 
1.  Article  27(1)  of  the  Sixth  Directive permitted the  adoption of 
a  measure  derogating  from  the basic  rule  set out  in  Article  11 
A.1<a>  of that  Directive even  where  the taxable person  carried 
on  business not  with  any  intention of  obtaining a  tax  advantage 
but  for  commercial  reasons. 
2.  Article 27(1)  of  the  Sixth  Directive permitted the  adoption of  a 
derogating measure,  such  as  that  at  issue  in  the main  proceedings, 
which  applied only  to certain taxable  persons  amongst  those 
selling goods  to non-taxable  resellers, on  condition that  the 
resultant difference  in treatment  was  justified by  objective 
circumstances  <see  page  11,  point  (b), of  the  report). 
In its judgment  of  14  July  1988  in Joined  Cases  123/87 and  330/87  <reference 
for  a  preliminary  ruling)  <15),  the Court  ruled that  Article  18(1)(a)  and 
Article  22  (3)  <a>  and  (b)  of  the  Sixth  Directive  allowed  Member  States  to 
make  the  exercise of  the  right  to deduct  dependent  on  the  holding of an 
invoice  which  must  contain certain particulars  which  were  needed  in order 
to secure the  collection of  VAT  and  the  supervision thereof  by  the tax 
authorities.  Such  particulars must  not,  by  reason  of  their number  or 
technical  nature,  make  it practically impossible  or excessively difficult 
to actually exercise  the  right  to deduct  <see  pages  39  and  40  of  the  report). 
<14)  O.J.  No.  C 205  of  6  August  1988,  p.  5 
(15)  O.J.  No.  C 222  of  26  August  1988,  p.  3 - 7  -
In  its judgment  of  21  September  1988  in  Case  50/87  (16),  the Court  ruled 
that,  by  introducing and  maintaining,  in disregard of  the  provisions  of 
the  Sixth  Directive,  fiscal  rules  restricting the  right  of  undertakings 
which  let  buildings that  they  had  purchased  or  constructed to deduct  the 
VAT  paid on  inputs  where  the  return  from  those  buildings  was  less  than 
one  fifteenth  of  their value,  the  French  Republic  had  failed  to fulfil 
its obligations  under  the  Treaty  <see  page  39,  point  A 2,  of  the  report). 
On  27  October  1988,  the  Court  removed  from  its register  Case  103/87, 
Italy having  amended  its  legislation so  as  to provide  for  exemption  (see 
page  35,  point  (b),  of  the  report>. 
<16)  O.J.  No.  269  of  18  October  1988,  p.  8 